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IN rl1IWDUC'I' ION

statement

of the Problem

and Its Importance

Wide use of .---.
the parable
in the Synoptic
--~-~-.----.,
There are
couched
This

in the Synoptic

Gospels

large blocks of material

in a Ij_terar'yform wh.Ioh is called the "parable.

literary

form, as used in the Synoptics,

s Ld er ab Ly Ln style, thus making
characteristics
various

Gospels.--

difficult.

varies

II

con-

precise defin::Ltionof its

because

of this difficulty

comrnentat or-s emerge from a study of the parab Le a of

the Synoptics

with lists varying

bel'S are the extremes.
only from about
a practical
of the words
as recorded

The average

30 to 35.

average,

from 21[;0 53.

'I'he
se nurn-

lists of parables

vary

By taking a list of 33, which is

it can be determined

of Jesus as recorded

that 22 per cent

by Matthew,

9 per cent

by Jllark,and 24 per cent as recorded by Luke are

in this parabolic

form.

The parab~l~e_a_.~s_J~e~s_·-u_~
__
~ f_a_v_or~~e
teaching
Mat.t.rrew
and Luke both

fOJ'lJ1.--

contain heavy emphasis 'upon the teach-

ings of JeS"lIS. Mark ha s traditionally

been recognized

as

the "act.Lon " gospel becal.:lse
of its emphasis upon what Jesus
did rather

than what he taught.

to note that the percentage

It is interesting,

of material
1

in parabolic

therefore,
form in

2
Ma t t.rrew

.i s much

and Luke

Ln our gospels

'V1!e
have
the actual

sayings

concerning

Jesus

again,

than that of Mark.

only a small percentage

of

or words of Jesus, yet certain references

speaking

and lend strong

percentage

greater

in parables

occur over and over

support to the feeling

of his teachings

was presented

t ha t

a large

in this form.

For

example:
I

And he spake to them many things in parables •••
And
2

Jesus answered

and spake again in parables.

And with many 81J.chpa.rables s pake he the word unto
them, as they were able~to hear it; and without a parable
o
spake he not unto them.
sR-all I llken. the kingdom

Whereunto
is like ••••
The wo r-d
and only twice
again

gives

mendously

"parable

It

II

is found 45 r. Lme s in the Synoptics
5

in all the rest of the New Testament.

support

important

They are the most
Variety

of God?

x

to the feeling

that the parables

as a key to the real teachings

characteristic

to have within

the importance

of the parables,

on the exposition

are tre-

of Jesus.

form of his teaching.

of interpretation.--It

ing experience

This

oneself

is a very bewilderthis consciousness

of

and then turning to the books

of them to find such a startling

variety

IMatt. 13:3 (The American Standard Version is used
throughout unless a reference 1s marked otherwise.)
21'l'Iatt.
22:1.
5Heb. 9:9 and 11:9.

4Luke 13:20.

of

3

interpretation,
nearly

as if the essential

incomprehensible.

emerges

from it with an elaborate

comes 'up with half
inherent

approaches

a theological

a parable

while a

allegory,

and a third

system which he belioves

is

in that parable.
The maJor

premise

One interpreter

of Jesus were

in it only a very broad moral platltude

and finds
second

teachings

pr_emi~.--This

that there

terpretation
BasIc
pe r-t.Lnerrt

paper

of the Synoptic

questions.--There

to the solution

on the

basic 'princ~t.ples
for in-

are discoverable

of the £arables

is launched

are a number

of this problem,

Gospels.
of questions,

whl ch arise out

of this premise"

They must be dealt with in order to estab-

lish the thesis.

These questions

are classified

here under

the gr-oup.l.ngs
into which they seem to fall naturally.
group

of questions

will be given attention

Each

in one chapter of

the paper:
What
volved

is a parable?

What are the difficult:tes in-

in a precise definit10n

of this literary

do lists of par-ab l.es vary so greatly
parable

be marked

erature?

in nwnber?

form?

Why

How can the

off from other quite similar forms of lit-

What are the basic

characteristics

of this type of

literature?
1J1lhat
are the roots of the parable
Dhi it originate

with Jesus?

whe re else can it be found?

as a literary

If not, who else used j_tr:,And
If there are other parables,

what relatj_onshtps do they have to the parables
Synoptics?

form?

in the

4
VV"hai:; ma j o r- d Iff Lc u.lt.Le

to work

out a set of basic principles

Are these difficulties
premise

for interpretation?

insurmountable

basic

approaches

principles

so that tho major

to various

can be discovered?

of interpretation

Will these principles

How will

stand UP under th~se

stand the test of application

parables?
It is through

a.nrrerinp;these basic

this paper will progress
of interpretation
Synoptics"
basis

i.n at.t cmpt Lng

is d e f Ln Lt e Ly d Ls oount ed ?
Vfuat

various

are encountered

s

t owar-d the construction

principloL

for the parables

It is felt that principles

of investigation

Cluest:i_onsthD_t

of th~

worked out upon the

of these basic questions

and will stand up in actual

of a set

exposition

will be valId,

of the parables.

The L:i.terac1.u'e
in t.n e Field
There are do z.ens of books
wi th the parable
one would
mat.erLa L,

'TV-hen
first be gInn Lng wor-k ini:;his field

8 •

expect

to find ample aid from this large body of

Hov'Jever.,
it is Lmmed i at.e Ly not jc eab I.e that very

few of the available
of the backgrounds

books deal with the critical

of the parables,

them, or interpretation
books

in print which deal directly

are expositions

root out principles

approaches.
of parables

for dealing

to be taken for granted,

problems

precise definition

of

Nearly all the available

rather than attempts

with them.

DefInitions

or els8 they are worthless

to
8eem

as far

5
study is concerned.l

as critical

If any principles

terpretation

are given,

introduction

and then the principles

traced

they usually

to one of half a dozen more

a careful

survey

libraries,
narrowed

appear in a very brief
given can usually

substantial

of all the books available

the list of really worthwhile
down to the bibliography

of in-

be

works.

After

in a number

materials

of

was

as given at the close of

this paper.
For purposes
able materials
following

of aumma r y and convenience

on the parables

can be cl~ssified

the avail-,
under the

headines:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Patristic writings.
The old classics in the field.
Materials on Jewish backgrounds.
Modern interpretation approaches~
Exposition samples.
Wo;ks of German scholars (not available

Patristic
important,

writings.--'}'here are a few scattered,

references

ings of Irenaeus,

to parable

Chrysostom,

that these men recognized
parables,

to interpret

rather

and Augustine.

the books

in the bibliography.

have been footnoted

whenever

the exact place where

but

in the writ-

These reveal

of interpreting

Since the references

than treatises

the parables,

not been listed

interpretation

the problem

even in their day.

casual remarks

in English).

the

appear as

on the subject of how
in which they appear have
However,

the references

used in this paper, to indicate

the mat er-LaLs can be found.

IThe classic definition, f'o
und over and over again,
is "an earthly story with a heaven1y meaning."

6

The old classics
books

writ ten on the parable s during

two have

leased
throG

survived

editions

the United
1.

ters dealing
the parable

chapters

in teaching,

use.

expositors
For example,

Samaritan,
na tur-o
j

two pence
1

released

s'ur-v

of the parable,

interpretation

of 21 parables,

the use of

principles,
Scriphlres.

expositions

chap-

and on
Following

that most

would pass over as not suitable for further
in dealing
labels

with the Parable

the traveler

of the Good

as "personified

human

of the Holy Spirit,"

r he

or the two testa-

He clutters

with a multitude

his interpretation

d et ail.a that

story entirely.

in

Lved because

as "e Lt.her the two sacraments,

allegorical

Chapter

in 1882.

There are four introductory

the oil as lithe anointing

"

ments.1f

Trench

edition,

Teach-

than the expos i b ions of Lrie

rather

with the definition

this are expositions
modern

in Scotland

This book undoubtedly

in other Ii t.e r-a t.ure than t.ne

parables

One is

in 1898.

c orrt aLned in it.

parables

released

to is the 3rd revised

Trench:

of the background

the ninetee.nth ce nt.ur-y

The other is The Parabolic

by A. B. Bruce,

States

of

States in 186'7 a rt er having gone through

in England~

copy referred

of the welter

to be widely known and read today_

:Ln the United

ing of Christ,
The

in the field.--Out

becloud

This p oLrrt will

of

the central po Lnt of the
corne up for d Lacus sLori uncler

V.

1RlC
. h aT' d C • Trench, Notes on the Parables (2nd AmeriD. Appleton & Co., 1867 )-,---:p:- 258ff •
can Ed.; New York:

7
Although

Trench's

by many modern

Loried "

in his introduction
not attempt
carefully

expositors,

a strange

are still read with

to define

the parable

the myth,
anomaly

the proverb,

and simple.)

interest~

In his second

as a literary

than

distinguishes

written

into the very nature

introductory

It is a profound

of things.

of the same God who is teaching
..

In the introductory
a number

ignores

every
proper

chapter

of very valuable

in the exercise

little

detail

interpretation

of the parable
he lays down

requires

is that parables

p. 22ff.

and leading us

Trench

ideas (but promptly
He warns against

of ingenu:i.ty"in giv:i.ngmeaning

to

and insists that the

attention

and to its context.

lIbid.,

it is God's world,

on interpretation

in each parable,

of doctrine.

"that

•

them in his own expositions).

"delight

it

analogy

It proclaims

the world

_

pure

is great because

around us is a d Lv i ne world,that

mentlons

the

chapter he shows

the world

e

(It is

as if they were allegories

just an illustration.

truth.

form from

and the allegory.

value of the parable

is mor-e

into spiritual

He does

and yet in most of his interpreta-

the parables

that the teaching

rlold fash-

in so many words, but he

that he so carefully

and the allegory

tions he treats

are labeled

the princ:Lples laid dovm

distingv.ishes the parable

the fable,

parable

expositions

to the central point

Another

principle

which

may not be made a first source

8

The final
allusions

introductory

to extra-b~blical

Rabbinical,

Greek,

In contrast

introduction

Christ,

Concerning

His

the allegorizing

far enough
Materials

have

given

written

even pernicious,

Synagogue

ferret

out a collection

given

54.

in London.

number of writers
of the Synopalthough not

These six were found to be
modern expositors.
is a Jewish rabbi from the

His purpose

in writing

of the best examples

and parables,

to those dealing

revised

. .nl

Six wor-ks were used in prepar-

This writer

United

similies,

V'Jt18n

for this pur po se , do shed considerable

again and again by various

metaphors,

sense.

to the backgrounds

on ba ckgr-ourid
s,

Feldman:

"It

as tending to

ridiculous ••

l:1.ghtupon the se bac kgr-o und s ,

1.

and careful.

and there are other books wh1ch,

ing the chapter

of

with modern

he writes:

on Jewish backgrounds.--A

specifically

quoted

are scholarly

of the true, natural

attention

Teaching

in keeping

of'parables,

it becomes

special

tic parables,

are more

trifling,

our perception

carried

writings.

to Trench, Bruce has a rather

interpretations

seems to us frigid,
blunt

to be found in the

in his book, The Parabolic

but his expositions

approaches.

parables

contains valuable

and also early Christian

2. Bruce:
short

chapter

of the Rabbinic

with particular

with agricultural

is to

emphasis

and pastoral

life.

lAo B. Bruce, The Parabolic Teaching of Christ (3rd
ed ;; New York:
A. C. Armstrong &: Son, m-gtiT;-pp. 353-

9

out spe c Lf Lca Lly

He points

that tlle "met.aphor-s, similies

par-ab l.es c oristLt.ut ed a popular
t he Habbis

pressing

of' the Midrash

upon their

med Lum of expression

employed

audiences

for the purpose

religious

and

whl ch
of irn-

truths and ethical

1

conceptions.!!illustrations

He gives a splendid

summary of' the types of

they used:

Many other aspects in the life of the people will
appear in our collectione
We shall note the busy movements of town and village life.
We shall meet with the
builder, the potter, the dyer, the men of similar arts
and c r-att s, the shopkeeper, the commercial traveller,
the money-changer,
the hawker, the spice-seller, the
dealer in precious stones.
Contrasted with these we
shall behold pictures of the calm and placid country
11fe, both agricultural and pastoral, with its fields
and orcimrds, its herds and flocks, the tenant-farmer,
the field .iabor-er , the shepherd and. the wa t chman , We
shall catch a glimpse of the home-life of the people,
their serious occupations, their lighter mo~ents and
the ir frivolous amus ement s, and gain ins ight into the lr
domestic arrangements, their mode of living
their ways
of hospitality,
their utensils, their food.

a

Fe Ldrna.n

all of these

cites e xarnp Le s of Rabbinic

are being used by the Rabbis

the Scriptures.
and parables
effectively
purpose

writings

in exposition

He insists that these metaphors,

vvere used to "illustrate
leading

religious

is unmistakably

ideas

•

(London:

of

similies

and to empha si.z
e more
• The primary

religious •••

This work c orrtr-Lbut.e
s a riumb e r- of valuable
study of the Synoptic

in which

parables.

points to

It shows that the parabolic

lAsher Feldman, The Parables and Similies of the Habbis
Cambridge Univers.itj'press, 192'1) po' ~:J5Io

2_roi~., p.

1'70

°T'
. d..•
_0:1...':.

, p.

243.

10
form was we L'I known
and that among
poses.
make

the Jews it was used only for religious

It also

truth

to the Jews, t ha t it was a teaching

indicates

concrete

these

facts will

basic

questions

that the Jews used parables

and plain, not to conceal it.

come up as an aid. in answering

form,
pur-

to

All of

some of the

faced by this thesis.

2. Levison:
can be gained
Palestine,

Much help on local settings of parables
1
from this work.
The author is a native of

and he brings

and observations
eatine.

concerning

For example,

the Ten Virgins
tinian
to-do

to his

Jewish

Levison

we have

esting

hence

approach,

Levison

writes:

story of pales-

constituted

The carelessness

a direct

anger.2

two well-

insult to

This is an inter-

since B. T. D. Smith, and others, attack
as being

Concerning

under suspicion

as a possible

the very verse which Smith rejects3

!leFllere
is ver'y little doubt of this being

part of the parable;

indeed,

which would be incomplete

Setting

normal

is arranged between

the bridegroom's

part of this parable
interpolation.

insists that in the Parable of

that live at some distance.

on the part of the virgins
the bride,

customs and life in Pal-

a perfectly

life in which ma r r-Lage
families

st.udy h i s actual experiences

it is essential

without

to the parable,

1t.,,4

IN. Levison, The Parables:
~heir Background
(Edinburgh:
T. and T. Clark, I926)
8

.------

and Local
..--

o

"-'Ibid.,p. 243.
(Lonclon:

3B. T. D. Smith, The Parables of the Synoptic
Cambridge Universlty Press, 1937), p. lC)O.
4

Levison,

9.E.

cit., p , 240.

Gospels

11
This work
of the principle
Local

Color,"

is of value in establishing

which

is discussed

3. Montefiore:
Feldman.
in that

However,

tween the Synoptic
suggests.

it has a special

I

materials

Feldman

parables.

them with similar

the books of Matthew
fashion,

Rabbinic

He then quotes the parallel

the probable

connections.
up Feldman's

as a method

concealing,

religious

4. Oesterley:
ly in the title
meaning

Teachings
Light
1936) •

parallel

and co@nents

or

on

that the Rabbis used

and explaining,

rather than

truth.
This auth~r
2

of his book.

and nature

statement

of teaching

and Luke

stopping at each text

baCkground.

parables

to

but not in the Synoptics.

which has a significant

He backs

as

makes almost no reference

He compares

or exposition

of these books

parables,

be-

His chief aim is to cite general examples

has gone through

in co@nentary

for this paper

the close connections

and the Rabbinic

in the Old Testament,

Montefiore

Chapter V.

interest

illustrates

parables

the New Testament.
of thB Rabbinic

under

"The Princi:;:.)le
of

This work is similar to that of

it specifically

the title

t er-med

of interpretation

the validity

states his purpose plain-

The first lecture

of the parables

on the

is followed by eleven

lC. G. Montefiore, Rabbinic Literature
(London: Macmillan & Co., Ltd.)

and Gospel

2W. O. E. Oesterley, The Gospel Parables in the
of Their Jewish Background~
(New York: Macmillan--Co.,

12
lectures
grounds

with emphasis

upon the light

on the problem

of interpreting

ples of the Rabbinical
contrasted

and

compared

5. Smith:
to the Hebrew
is placed
problem

upon

are

?

Dodd,

and the

examples

following

of the modern

(it is to be noted that all of these

As yet there has been no critical

:5..n
this field by an Ame r-acan scho La r ,):

work published
"

Special emphasis

approaches.--The

taken for typical

scholars.

1

form back

it from other forms.

to the parables

are English

parables.

form of the parable,

interpretation

have been

approach

j

in the Old Testament.

the literary

Sam-

are given and these are

with the Synoptic

of distinguishing

authors

the parables.

This work traces the parabolic

mashal

Modern

Oad oux

parables

shed b y Jewish back-

~
d

d

and Murray.:r: The works by Cadoux and Dodd

quite recent.
Expos it ion type s •--Buttrick, 5 1'/Iart
in, 6 and Barnett, 7

are splendid

examples

OPe

of modern

of the parables.

cit.

2A. rr. Cadoux,
Co., 1931).

Macmillan

exposition

The Parables

of Jesus

(New York:

'J1lw

7:

Charles

°C. H. Dodd, The Parables
Scribner's Sons, 1938).

40eorge
T. and T. Clark,
Doubleday,

50eorge
Doran
6

Murray,
1914).

JeS"U8 and His Parables

A. Buttrick, The Parables
and Co., 1928;'.

Hugh Martin, The Parables
~~e Abingdon Press, 193
Lord

7Albert
(Nashville:

of tl.leKingdom

(New York:

(Edinburgh:

of Jesus

of the Oospels

(New York:

(New York:

Barnett, Understanding the Parables
Coke sb ur-y Press, 1940) ..

of Our

13
However,

these

the critical

works are not as important

works on b a ckgr-ound s e

Works
important

of German

works

scholars.--There

on the parables

have not been published
made

to use them

by German

in English,

These

Jesu

Fiebig:

G1eichnisreden

Fiebig:

Del' Erzahlungsstil del' Evangelien im
raob1n.jsche~n
Erz·ahlurass·tils
L,_'c~te~e.s
-~
--- -.
_.-.16'
-

on the parables

comprehensive

are plentiful

in the field.--

but one can get a

view of the field by careful attention

and Bruce

Morrt e f Lor-e ,

Dodd,

scholars.

in this paper:

S'ummary concernil2.~the literature

Trench

are in existence

and no attempt has been

Die Gleichnisreden

Books

for this paper as

for older approaches;

Oesterley

and Murray

of' the problem

and Smith for backgrounds;

for modern

Mar-t.Ln
, and Barnett

critical

for modern

would require

not yet available

to Feldman,

in English.

approach;

exposition.

attention

to

Levison,

to Cad oux ,
to Buttrick,

A complete

study

to the German works

CHAPTER

Nearly
Galilee

years ago the Carpenter

of

laid aside his apron and tools and set forth upon

the dusty
poor

two thousand

II

Galilean

•••

e

roads

to proclaim

"to preach good tidings
release

ering of sight to the blind,
bruised,

to proclaim

to the

to the captives,

and recov-

to set at libeI'ty them that are

the acceptable

l

year of the Lord."

He was a Jew, and yet his love knew no racial barriel's; he was a Jew and he followed
yet others
something

the teaching

forms

new heights,

new freshness,

During

utter

I

things hidden

he was a Jew and u8ed many of

and new appeal.

11.113
ministry

"and without

saying,

Jesus spoke to muJ.titudes in

a parable

spake he nothing unto them:

which was spoken through the

will open my mouth

in parables;

I will

f'rom the foundati.on of the world. ,,2

As has been mentioned
percentage

or proclaim

of the Rabbis, but in him they reached

'I'hat it might be fulfilled
prophet,

Jewish customs,

he cast aside in order to recapture
higheI' and better;

parables,

many

of the teachings

in the Introduction,

a heavy

of Jesus are in this literary

lLuko 4:18-19.
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15
form which

we have

"parabolic

11

preachers,

form.

loosely

the "parable,!! or the

The nurnber of'hours

and even laymen,

wo u'Ld undoubtedly
endless

called

reach

in pouring

astronomic

spent by scholars,
over these materials

figures..

They have an

for the New 'I'e
st ame rrt student.

fascination

The wor-d "par,sl.ble
II
is in such common usage that we
think of a parable
which

as having

can be pinned

defined

forms must

beware

off a literary
fication

The parables

or classified~
lest,

Any stUdent

of literary

basis of classi-

this back onto materials
being

that were

in the mind

of the original

writer.

study purposes,

but it must be kept in mind that the defin-

ition

A definition

cannot

to define and mark

type, he set up an artificial

with any such classifications

form

However,

of the Synoptics

in his eagerness

and then project

not written

literary

down to precise definition.

this is not the case.
be rigidly

a rather definite

is only a study approach8

problem,

it is better

and broad
a rigid

outlines

Because

of this definition

to search out the basic

of the parabolic

for

characteristics

type rather than attempt

definition.

Throughout
TliLt"o.__~o.\f

is a convenience

OCCUl"S

type of Jesus'
other places

the Greek text of the Synoptics

aga Ln 'and again with reference
teachings.

(This word occurs

l
in the New Testament. )

IHeb. 9:9; 11:19.

the word

to a certain

in only two

According

to Thayel

16
the general

significance

ttLing by the side

of the wo r-d is "a placing

of' another. III

Testament

usage

is essentially

one thing

with another,

the same,

likeness,

with its New Testament

meaning

sense in New

flacompar:i.sonof

similitude.fI

of comparing

This 'Nord,

one thing with

•

another,

gives us a broad base from which to beglr\ in work-

ing out the characteristics

of the parable.

Characteristics

A careful
veals

The specific

of one

of these Parables

examination

the following

of the Synoptic

parables

characteristics:

Compar·:lson.- -F'und amerrta Lf.y , as inherent
/

lTa(JtJt./O()).'h

the parable

ario t.h er-,

j_8

Such phrases

fact of the parable

a comparison

of one thing with

as the follovling indicate

of heaven

is like unto

'frnereunto shall I liken the kingdom
Reallsm.--It

possible

is to be noticed

in their process
and probable

listeners.
are drawn

situations,

from the ordinary
strained,

speak of such things

the basic

unreal,

. . . .2
of God?o

irr~ediately that these

of comparison,

always make use of

things well known to the

They have a high degree

is nothing

in the wo r-d

as a form of compar:i.son:

The kingdom

parables,

re-

of verisimilitude.

They

round of life and nature.

There

or fantastic

about them.

They

as a sower that went forth to sow in a

..----"~---- ~-.-----.----~.-~----IJoseph H. Thayer, A Greek-English Lex i con of the
New Test~!_l1~~~.
(New York:
American -BoolcConcern~ 1886), p. 497.
o

'"'Nlatt.
13: 44.

0Lu_.~_e
k
"',~..20
01
j_'l): _,
-1-..)

•
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field"

husbandman

8.

demned because

it bore

son, a treasure
a Publican

who was 'wicked, a fig-tree
no fruit,

that was hidden

the marriage
in a field,

who vrent up to the temple

that was conof a king's

a Pharisee

to pray.

Helie;:Lm_;l~
__tY'ut1l.--AIIthe Synopt:i.cparables
concerned

with the portrayal

picture-language.

of religious

is a moral

or religious

a comparison

some well known

or teaching

of natu~e

the folly

by placing in

or relj_gion, thus im-

correspondence

aceumulation

between

realm.

the abstract

of wealth,

the facts

For example,
truth of

Jesus told a

rich man whose lands yielded heavily,

so

that he did not have enough room to store his crops.

But his riches

and greed had

of looking

about

something,

he decided

.].
t
_lveo

Each one

scene of fact of life with some

to his listeners

of' selfish

story of a certain

build

constructed

and the facts of the spiritual

in order to convey

heavily

a certain

as just "storiesll

the listeners.

fact Ln the realm of morals

abstract
plying

argument

are

truth in vivid

They are not represented

told to pass the tDne or entertain

and

so perverted

for some worthwhile

La r ge r- one s.

him that instead

plaee to help by givinG

to tear down his barns

in order to

God called him a "fool" and he did not

' .ry
en j.oy ..
n ls se 1.e'·'
ra sri 1u.xu
.. 1

Sinqle-point-emphasis.--Another
o
.__ .__ ._-ceable upon reading
1Luke

a number

12: l'b-21~

fact that is noti-

of the parables

is that they,

18
for the most
parison

part,

between

In some cases

seem to focus on a single poi:r:-t
of com-

the world

of nature

and the realm of religion.

they seem to have secondary

but still there

is always

some main

points of emphasis,

emphasis.

detail,

They are con-

cise, with almost

no extraneous

only enough to carry

the story along.

In fact, some of them have no narrative

form at all.
Here

is an example

point-emphaslslT

of the importance

of the

single-

lI

principle:

And he spake a parable unto them to this end, that
they ought always to pray, and not to faint; Saying,
'I'he r c was in a city a judge, who feared not God, and regarded not man:
and there was a widow in that city; and
she came oft unto him, saying, Avenge me of mine adversary.
And he would not for a Vlhile~ but afterward he said
within himself, Though I fear not God, nor regard man;
yet because this wi dow troubleth me, I will avenge her.
1

...

By using the principle
this parable

teaches

that both will

at comparison

paradox

of making

applied

again

Marking

might

involve

God unjust.

and again

although

off the Parable

Any further

the interpreter

its application

in the
can be

to this type

proofs.

from other 'l'ype s of Literature

far it has been shown that the parable

is fundamentally
lLuke

plea.

This same principle

is one of its strongest

Thus
Synoptics

that this judge and God are alike in

listen to a persistent

attempt

of parable

of single point comparison

18:1-5.

a realistic

in the

type of material

that

19
seeks by the method
and nature

with unknown

a religious
this point
certain

of comparing

or moral

religious

truth.

automatically

other

truths

The progress

to portray vividly
of definition

marks off the Synoptic

parable

to
from

types of literature.

Myth. --'J'heparable
myth.

well known facts of life

The myth

should not be confused with the

is a strange blend

full of speculation
while the parable

of truth and tradition,

which suggests

primitive

imagination,

is so r e a Ld s b Lc and true to Iii's

that its

veris imili tude is never doub t ed ,
I~able.--rrhe fable must be marked
the s arne
normal

reason

J_

"I

order of things

concerning

whether

phasisl! principle
parable

the natural and the

and leaves one vvith a feeling of doubt

it could possibly happen

Allegory.--The

between

It violates

as Gne myth.

off for essentially

discovery

makes

or not.

of the "s1ngle-point-em-

it necessary

to make a distinction

and allegory:

A characterist:l.c of allegol'"S,which distinguishes
it sharply from similitude and parable, is the fact
that it must be interpreted point by point, feature by
feature, in order to be properly appreciated.
As far
as possible everything in the allegory must represent
something else:
it is descri.ption in cod.e.l
Many details

are given significance

and one cannot discover
while

in a distinct

central

point

the meaning

parable

Ope

without explaining

the details

is emphasized.
cjt., p.

are minimized

The allegorical
21.

in an allegory

method

them,
and a

is to

20

present

a truth

through

isons,

ench

important

method

j,sto present

the details

the med Lum of a series of' compar-

to the final picture.

a truth jn one bold comparison

are either

significance

of minor importance

b' ..r
.J

J01"11

used.

-

.

'"

type.

as allegories,

of no

textual

great caution must be

to parables,
references

In the introductory

caution

and characterizing

it to materials

written

riddles,

labeling

any

chapter it was

types must use
a literary type

that probably

were not

to fit the frame he has laid out.

must be observed

must be observed

"
l
Known
examp_es

When it comes to citing

out that the student of literary

care in defining

t wo
b C:;S
est
,I

in the Bible to allegory as a

but no specific

as allegorical.

consciously

or possibly

Swift, and Pilgrim's

a r' e pr-cba b Ly vbhe
u

There are refecences

and tb~n applying

thiD

-

as a literary

type.

material

great

_

is no reference

~nd proverbs

pointed

~

in the Bible

There

literary

F,Ul,·Yt:-lD

_.L

of' the allegory
passages

in which

at all to the central truth~

Gull ivel''s T:r'Clvels
by Jonathan
Progress

The parabolic

If

in the case of the parable,

even to a greater degree with reference

it
to

the allegory.
For purposes
parable

and to the allegory

will have

purposes
that have

we shall refer to the

as literary

types, but such use

to carry with it the accomodation

stated here.

Progress

of comparison

Scholars

of study.

of the parables

use these terms for

In the Old Testament

some resemblance
as far as literary

that has been

to Gulliver's

there are materials
'I'ravelsand Pj_lgrir~l's

form is concerned.

We can

21
classify

them together

is understood

that the materials

not consciously
of Swift

for purposes

written

clear.

However,

of the Old Testament

as allegories

although

it

were

the materials

and Bun ya n were.
This distinction

of great

of study.

in~ortance

between

allegory

and parable is

to this work, and needs to be made very

It is emphasized

by nearly

all modern

expositors.

The parable is like a lens, which gathers many
of the sun's rays and brings them to focus upon a
single point.
It is like a circle with many radii
of detail meeting at the center, and this center is
what the expos 1tor' is concerned to find.l

An allegory is constructed, like a house; but
a parable lives, like a night-blooming ceresus.
An
allegory is constrained; a parable is spontaneous.
An allegory tends to deteriorate 1nto a pattern; a
parable is a flash of 11ght.2
Another
allegory

is brought

which has been
portray

distinction

used widely

for other purposes.

almost entirely

is of importance.

supposed

Parables

is a merely

to be accepted

the character

t.r-ut.h"

ca~ be used t o

The parable

One other distinction

the allegory

of "religious

'I'rie allegory

to.

and the

truth and is to some extent, but it has been

that it is restricted

forms

the parable

out by the prinCiple

referred

religious

between

between

is unique

to the religious

illustration

on other grounds,

of an argument.

rro

use.

these two literary

It1.s stressed by Dodd:
decorative

in

"1)Vh:11e
of teaching

the parable has

The truth of the parable

is

lGeorge Henry Hubbard, 'r:herr_le8ching
of' Jesus in
(Boston:
The Pilgrim Press, 1907).
?

>~Buttl'ick,
>

op.

•

Cl

t

.,

p,

..

XVJ.l..

3D

-1~

OCCl,

Op.

cit.,

p.

23.
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inherent

in its nature,while

the allegory

is an lIappliedT!

truth.

Up to this point the basic
parable

have been

the myth,

the kinds

can be worked

proverbs
a parable

from

The next step is to

designated

under the term

to see if a system of classification

out.

:0:__~ayingor'proverb.--There

are many saylngs or

in the Synoptics,

"And

unto

they not both
unto

of material

in the Synoptics

for them

of the

given and it has been distinguished

the fable and the allegory.

consider
parable

characteristics

such as:

them, Can the blind
f'a L'L into a pit?l

them, Doubtless

he spake also

guide the blind?

And another,

shall

"And he said

yo will say unto me this parable,
~

Phys Lc Lan , heal thyself. ".~ Marry

of these are called

"parable"

in the text; many are not.
Another
any designation

saying of the same type that does nd
in the text, but is obviously

nature,

is found

in Matthew

world.

A city set on a bill

5:14:

more

complex

in

!lYe are the light of the

cannot be hid."

A simple comparison.--There
slightly

similar

have

are other materials,

than these wise sayings or proverbs.

Tb.ey are als 0 de s ignated by the term

"parable.

II

Another parable spake he unto them; The kingdom
of heaven is like unto leaven, wh Lch a woman took, and
hid in three measures of meal, till it was all leavened.3
">-

UMatt. 10:33.

23

Or
How shall '<He liken the kingdom of God? ••
• It
is like a grain of mustard seed, which, when it i8 sown
upon the earth, though it be less than all the seeds that
are upon the ear-t.n
, yet when it is sown, gr owe t.n up, and
becometh greater than all the herbs, and putteth out
great branches; so that t~e birds of the heaven can lodge
under the shadow thereof.A narrative

ordinaril;y~termed
I son s ,

of comparison.--The

bulk of what are

"parables IIa re narratives

'I'b.e se are called

"parables

writers,

and most of' the materials

parables

are made up of f or-rns

cation.

The Parable

pr-o pe r-"

used as c ornpar>by many of the

in the usual lists of

that fall into thls c1a8sifi-

of the Debtors

is a good example

of

this type. 2

which are termed
of simple

IIparables,!!yet they do not contain

comparison

'I'he y might

as much as the rest of the materials.

be termed

"example

11

stories

Rich Fool,5
concerning

and the publican,3

e

'I'he y are narratives,

B. T. D. Smith classifies

pure and simple, not figurative.
The Pharisee

the idea

Dives and Lazarus, 4 Il"he

and The Good Samaritan6

in this manner

and writes

them:

They furnish examples of character and conduct to
be imitated or avoided, and, in contrast to the parable
proper, they do not teach by analogy but directly:
they
do not, t:t18refore,strictly speaking belong to "figurative rr speech.7
n

GLuke 7:41-43.

1Mark 4:30-32.
4

Luke 16:19-31.

7Srn._J_,
·'1 t·r·' 1

OPe

• !Cl·v.,

5

~:SLuke18: 10-14.

r6
Luke 12:10-,::;1.
Luke 10:25-:37.
r

p.

18 •

~

Allegory.--It

will seem to be a denial

ciple of !fsingle-point-emphasis"

to admit that there are

mat er-Lal s in the .synoptics termed
fundamental

characteristics

of single-paint-emphasis
bulk

of the parabolic

of the prin-

"pa r-ab Le " yet having

of the allegory.

does hold

material.

the

The principle

true throughout

the great

It has already been pointed

out that type s of lltera ture in the New 'I'e
s t amerrt cannot be
rigidly

characterized.

ials into artificially
forms back

the materials.

and hi s parable
whetber
included

elements

in them.

l

is very

that the problem
complex.

of exact defini-

The writer

of any defi-

whether he is c:oing to lirn:Lthis definition

Ii st to the group t.e
r-me d "parable proper
and similitude

that has given rise to the wide divergence
examples

show the effect

II

is to be

in parable

lists.

of a broad or narrow

of parahle:
Iparable

or

It is this problem

in the scope of the definition.

definition

They are

in the .synoptics in the manner

every wise saying, proverb

The following

of

Definition

It is now evident

n i t Lon must decide

had the forms in mind when

apply to allegories.'I'he

t10n of the parable

these

Also, there are at least two cases of

that are interpreted

that we ordinarily

forms and project

We do find a few instances

that have allegorical

not pure parables.
parables

constructed

as if the evangelists

they recorded
parables

must not try to force these mater-

'Ne

of the .sower, and Parable

of the Tares.

25
S. Parkes
of well known

scenes or events

ings for the purpose
Dl·i-.c.tiO·"1
~,

__

',-",<:..1..

, __

!Il

1_.

!l

in human life and its surround-

of giving them a moral or religious

He has limited himself

lng a parable
arrived

a narration

Cadman defines

to be in narrative

ap-

by a de fLn it Lon requir-

form.

On this basis he

at a list of 29 parables.
Buttrick

doe s not apply the "na rr-at t vel! re qu lr-ement

ano, comes ou~' with a
Martin's

l'l_lS0

f11'-1

oT

C

I~

pareo_es. 2

are based upon a list of 34

expositions

'Z

pa r-ab I,e s •. )

Smit~ widens
similitudes

the definition

to include

all the

and many of the wise sayings and proverbs.

He

has a list of 49.4
It appears

that it is necessary

characteristj,c3 of c ompa r Lscn , realism,

the general

truth and figurative
general

the parable s vary

and content.
tween

language

C

that in actual usage

ens Ldo r ab Ly in length,

At the s ame t:tme, the distinctions

the parable

religious

to mark out the parable

type and then recognize

Synoptics

to fall back upon

as a
in the

st y Le ,

made 'be-

and the myth, fable, and allegory

can be

kept in mind.

A Real Problem
It might

seem that the parable

to a more definite

deliniation.

can be pinned down

However,

13• Parkes

delphia:

Cadman, 'r11eParables
David MacKay Company, 1931).

20p•

cit.

3

Op. c:i. t .

4

0 p • cit.

each of the
of ,Jesus

(Phi.1a-
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scholars
to

wh o has

race

this

the

of

the

different

same,

and

arid

each

materials

examples

though

c.r-Lt Lca L work

problem

c La s s ifying
Three

done

termed
schemes

terms

each

has

comes

are
out

j_

1. Simple
,5:J-4;
the

9:12)

"These

meanings

of

( Lu -,'-e

ar e

s Lmpl e

_..!'\

all
can

be

called

a, 'z 9'
u.u,

of

Synopt;i_ c s •

show that

al-

is the

trend
place~

into

four

forms.1
l'ITa -'---t

5:13;

t'or-war-d

sayings,

/1. <:) "'.
~.(.-'v,

s t.r-a f.grrt

by

_'._-1-,_,.

everyone.

It

Comparison.

a comparison;

parables

the

parables
of

grasped

"pa r-ab Le s in
contain

. ./'

will

same

Synoptic

Saying.

wh l ch

2. Simple

which

the

had

some system

general

embra c t ng a variety

oris ,

out

out

the

about

pa r ab Le s has

pa rab oLic " in

worked

the
c La s s Lf Lc at

worked
!!

used,
at

on the

in

the

o r-dLnary

the
though

text,

they

sense

t.he s e are
are

such

of

not

tt1e wo r-d ,

ne c e s e a r-jjy

in their'

nature.

..

!!

3.
Mark
in

Allegorical
ITOf the

12: 1-1~~)

t re GO;::lpels

third

type

number

comparison
there

is

is

we have

lie.
---:::0,

not

13: 24:-30;

many examples

It

of
not

often

the

great

their

UThe tour-t.h

scheme

c;2_£.'

p.

Gospel

only

allegorical

Dodd1s

lOp~

?5.cLl
~__,. v

...

e

4. .Pa r ab l.e s Proper.
larger

(Ma
t.:
1'(cLv0.

Parables.

element;
and

of

pa r ab.l e s

121'1'.

•

mingled

metaphorical

classifying

type

the

comprises
•

•

with

0

but

a

this

e Leme rrt s ,
parables

the

11

on the
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basis

of their literary

type given is ascribed

by him to the

scholar Bultmann:1

German

1. Figurutive
scheme,

must

Sayings.

These,

according

to this

not have more than one verb.

2. Similitudes.

These are marked

off by the fact

that each does not have more than one verb, and this verb
is in the present

tense.

3. Para-ble Proper.

in historic

sense.

In other words,

Concerning
be pretended
between
melts

it is a narrative.

these types, Dodd writes:

II

It cannot

that the line can be drawn with any preCision

these three classes

into another

represent

of parables

•

• • one Cll1Ss

n2

• •

Smith maintains
Synoptics

This type has a series of verbs,

that all the parables

different

of the

types of figurative

speech,

"7-

u

and are classifiable

as follows:

1. Simile or metaphor
2. Similitude
3. Parable proper
It is not necessary
is very similar
Bultmann's

to develop

Smith's

system.

Smnmary

of Definition

In spite of the complexity
it is now possible

Ope

rz,

cit.

Principles
of the definition

to ma ke some c onc lse aumma r-y

ci t . , 14£,£' •

20p. cit
UOp.

it

to that of Dodd; both of them are following

general

1

outline, because

.,
:1

p•

18.

p. 16f1'.

problem,

statements

28
to serve as guide-posts

for the future development

of this

panel':

1. The literature
in the New Testament
ranging

is largely

in complexity

the slightly
narratives

more

identified

cast in f:Lgurative speech,

from the simile or metaphor

complex s i m i Lf.t.ude

as long as twenty-one
2.

by the term

This literature

or compar-Ls ori to simple

verses.

can be marked

off definitely

from the myth, the fable, and the allegory.
to t.he f a c t s of life mar-ks
. t
' . .
sing 1e-poln--empnasJ.s

II.

:i.t

Its trueness

off from the :f'irsttwo and its

_,
,..
o". i rI~
I er-errti a "CBS

f!

through

..

:U:;

frorn the regular

type of allegory.
3. 'I'heparable,
fundamentally
moral

a comparison

and religious
4.

differont

whether

used for the purpose

The fact that different

lists of the Synoptic

of the figurative
in his treatment

is

of teaching

scholars have constructed

parables

need not be confusing

that the diffe:cence ar1.ses in what types

speech of the Synoptics

is included by euch

of the parables.

5. In common usage

be termed

imple or complex,

truth.

when it is understood

fication

8

of figurative

"par-ab Le n

language

"parable proper."

refers to the classi-

Ln the Synoptics

wn i ch should

CHAP'I'ER

BACKGHOUHD

OF' THE PAHABLE

In Chapter
problem

II I

II attention

of analyzing

in the Synoptics

AS A LI'I'EHARY

}i'OHM

has been directed

the characteristics

which are ordinarily

to the

of the materials

classed as "parables.!!

It has been pointed

out that even though these materials

differ

in fOTIn and length, yet they have

basic

considerably
characteristics

a literary
literary

that warrant

their being designated

such as the myth,

the fable,

Now, a new set of problems
have any literary

history

people

of Galilee beside

them?

Or were parables

tation,

and

a parable

Was Jesus

device when he gf'l.thered
-t.ho

to these people?

already

to
a

If the parables

and if the roots of their earlier

surely some keys to proper interpre-

some keys as to t118 way the Jews would understand

will come to light.
This chapter

Many errors
attention

Does the parable

of one kind or another

history,

use can be uncovered,

arises.

the sea and spoke in parables

type of literature

have a literary

and the allegory.

back of the Synoptics?

a brand new literary

familiar

as

type or form and whLc h mar-k them off from oth.er

types

employing

certain

is vitally

of interpretation

to this paper.

would be avoided

were paid to the roots
29

important

if closer

of the parable as a

30

literary
diversity

attention

background

parable

Reference

trace

Standard

employed

to Strong's

II

brings

of the Old Testament.
reveals

\
wo rd , yrtl-('t<-f>~l\l'11

Hebrew

of the Old Testament
/

,

to d e f Lne and interpret.

have

In Chapter

II

in the Old

is

the

attempting

it was pointed

of the parables

is that they are a comparison

realm with something

evidently

to

applied the same

which this paper

that one of the chief characteristics

religion.

have

in these passages,

words tbat are used to designate

ma t er LaLs of the Synoptics

natural

A :further

word, mashal.

rl'estamentto which the translators

Synoptics

1

that the translators

This means that there are materials

Greek and English

to light

occurs 18 t irnes in the

(Greek) version

the original

roots of

form is the Old Testa-

Concordance

"parable

Version

the familiar

translate

and

place to look for possible

in the same concordance

o:f the Septuagint

to :failure

in the Old Testament

as a literary

the :fact that the word
American

can be attributed

of the Gospel records.

A very natural
the Synoptic

that part of the wide

GS

to the Jewish atmosphere

The Parable

mente

-.L

H1SlS

of interpretation

to give proper
general

-

Oesterley

:form.

of something

in the realm of morals

"
·1 1,means
The Hebrew woro,
maSla

these Old Testament

TIt

materials,

b
o.e

out
in the

in the
or

-1_l~e,
- 1
II

re~ardless

80

of what

IN l,lJ:n. 0~'~7
IS',~_024- lr
?l ,,_,0,
0
Job 07-129:1;
r.-o.,
0,000 ,.-..
c:
,
Ps. 49:4; 7S:2; Prov. 26:7,9; Ezek. 17:2; 24:3; Mic. 2:4;
Hab. 2:6, and once in plural :form in Ezek. 20:49.
7

7

•
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variety

of form they may have, are at least similar to the

Synoptic

narables

in that they are comparisons.

'I'he
se Old_ rrestament references,
to break

down into the following

when analyzed,

literary

types:

'r'heoracle .--The mat erLa Ls referred
23:7; 24:3,15,20,21,~~3
than parables,
the word

-rra-PA-(!>o)<.:

for the English

ment.

known as "or-acLe s" rather

wa sus ed for the Greek, and f'inally "parable
versions*
referred

This is unfortunate

to arryt.h
Lng termed

as having

ing upon h t m , durlng

parable

I1

II

the

bears little

Ba Laam is

of the Spirit of God

experience

If

in the New Testa-

2Ll: 2-3 the prophet

an experience
which

because

to in these passages

For examp le , in Numbers

represented

to in Numbo r-s

but in t.r-aris La t Lng the Hebrew wor-d ma sha L,

type of literature
resemblance

are commonly

seem

COffi-

be utters the followIng

"par,':101e
":
Balaam the son of Beor saith,
And the man whose eye was closed salth;
He saith, who heareth the words of God,
Who seeth the vision of the Almighty,
Falling down, and having his eyes open:
How goodly are thy tents, 0 Jacob,
Thy tabernacles, 0 IsraelI
As valleys are they spread forth,
As gardens by the river-side,
As lign-aloeswhich
Jehovah hath planted.
As cedar~trees beside the waters.
Water shall flow from his buckets,
And his seed shall be in many waters,
And his king shall be higher than Agag,
And. his kingdom shall be exalted.
God bringet~ him forth out of Egypt;
He hath as it were the strength of the wild-ox;
He shall eat up the nations as his adversaries,
And shall break their bones in pieces,
And smite them through with his arrows.
And as a lioness; who shall rouse him up?
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Blessed by everyone that blesseth thoe,
And cursed be everyone
that curseth thee.l
'I'h
Ls is an oracle.

Balaam,

acting as a me d Lum

through whom Jehovah

is speaking,

is eulogizing

Israel as a nation.

The material

is poetic

bears

a resemblance

figurative

language

The references
be classified
men.

in form, and

to the New 'I'e
st.amerrt parable

in Job 27:1; 29:1 and Proverbs
as popular

proverbs

of the wise

and. "par-abl.e" are used

II

ences are made to identically

where refe1'-

Job and his friends,

the wise utterances

of his friends:

Yaur memorable sayings are proverbs90f
Your defences are defences of clay.~
Then, when Job prepares
"pr-cver-bsIT of his friends,

inter-

the same type of material.

of oomme n't s between

Job says concerning

26:7,9 can

or aphorisms

in the book of Job in a situation

In the exchange

in that

is used.

The terrns "pr-ov er-b

changeably

and praising

ashes,

to reply to some of the

the text reads:

And J·ob again took up his pa rab Le , and said,
Oh that I were as in the months of old ••••
The references
Lrid

j.n Proverbs

Lcat.e that the term"parable

proverb
uation

or wise saying.
as

WD.S

IT

3

26:7 and 26: 9 plainly

is used in the sense of

This is identically

the same sit-

found in the S-ynoptics where the terms

33
"proverb

II

arid "parable

are sometimes

!I

1~e riddle.--Other
'I'e
st.amerru passages
another

division

general

heading.

a riddle,

is a riddle

gory

references

or type of material
Ezekiel

creates

"Son of man, put forth

the house of Israel."

is a story about t wo eag:les.

in the sense that it is obscure language
out before

it makes

in the sense that each detail
in its interpretation;

that material
spiritual

iso.sed

included under this

17:2 reads:

wh Lcri follows

to be figured

meaning

in the list of Old

the term parable

and speak a parable unto

The material

needs

where

used interchangeably.

It

and

sense; it is an alle-

of the story is given

it is a parable

in the sense

objects are used in a comparison

to illustrate

truth.
In both

Psalm 29:4 and 78:2 the word parable

as soc::l.ated
with t.ne idea of' "d.ar-k

is

saying'! or "riddle":

I will incline mine ear to a parable:
I will open my dark saying up~n a harp.l
I will open my mouth in a parable;
I will utter dark sayings of old,
Which we riav e heard and kno'Nn~
And our fathers have told U3.
J

The last reference
division

on popular

proverbs

'11heallegory.
the prophet,

overlaps

and aphorisms

-- In Ezekiel

is instructed

Ips. 49:4.

obviously

24: 2 the

with the

of the wise men.
!!

Son of man,

to "utter a parable unto the

2ps. 78:2-3.

II
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hous e,"

rebellious

The recorded utterance

of the prophet

Ls

as follows:
Thus saith the Lord Jehovah,
Set on the caldron, set it on,
And also pour water into it:
Gather the pieces thereof into it ••
Take the choice of the flock,
And also a pile of wood
For the bones under the caldron;
Make it boil well; yea,
Let the bones thereof
Be boiled in the midst of it.l
The interpretation
deal

of emphasis

that follows places

upon the details.

and tbe bones

are the leading

pains

in that caldron.

of fire

The caldron

The material

w:i.thoutthe key he has given.

parable.

in the Synoptics--allegorical
put 'unde r' the term "p ar-ab Le ,

and

rather than

to that which was noticed

types of material

have been

II

T'he taunt .--The last reference
ma k i ng use of the word

such material

as allegory

is similar

is extravagantly

what the prophet meant

Ordinarily,

is classed

The situation

is Jerusalem

citizens who will suffer the

irnaginative; it cannot be determined

such an interpretation

a great

"parable

II

in the Old Testament

is found in Habakkuk

2:6:

"Shall not all these take up a parable a ga Ln st; him, and a
taunting

proverb

against him

jeering taunt against
are destined

to become

evil nations
examples

they will be a proverb
1F z e 1_r
n_.
.,;.....J

..

24·
-,... 3_ uc,

..

vVb_a
t follows

and evil doers.

of the punisbment

and a by-word

eo

f!

is a
They

of JehovEl_h;

to future generations.
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Similar
ament,

passages
although

are found in other parts of the Old Testtb.e'h'ord"proverb"

or l!by-vYorcJ.
T!
is

uaua L'l
y

used instead. of "paI'able":
And thou shalt become an a s t on Lshme nb , a pr-over-b,
an~ a by~~r~, ~~m~~~ a~l the peoples whither Jehovah
shall Le ad the EJ "" ddy.
Israel shall be a proverb and a byword
peoples.2

among all

• a reproach and a
I will give them up to be .
proverb, a taunt ~nd a curse, in all pLa ceswhi ther I
shall drive them.o
And I will set my face against that man, and w~ll
make him an astonislunent, for a sign and a proverb.~
In only one of these passages,
wor-d

"parable

is plain

II

included

in the various

that there is a basic

Haba~{uk

2:6, is the

terms given, but it

similarity

in all these

passages.
The parabl~ P:r:'op~.--Itis a strange fact that
although
senses

Ilparablell is used

the word

in the Old Testament

riddles,

allegorie~

Testament

sense,

are plainly
passed

and characteristically

upon

classification

specific

popular

being applied

classified

the two passages

over without

If reliance

(for oracles,

and taunts),

ials that are not usually

in all these different
proverbs,

to mater-

as parabolic

in the New

of the Old Testament
parabolic

textual

that

in form are

designation

as parables.

the actual use of tbe word !!parable" for

were the only approach

IDeuT.:.
' 28:37.
4E z e k , 14 : 8 •

2 I Kings

9:7.

made to the Old
3

Jer. 24:9.
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Testament

materials,

these two parables

would be missed

en-

tirely.
The first appears
is spoken by Nathan
in both

in II Samuel 12:1-4.

to David,

style and method

The parable

and forms an exact parallel

of use with some of the parables

in the Synoptics:
There were two men in one city; the one rich, and
the other poor.
The rich man had exceedingly many
flocks and herds:
But the poor man had nothing, save
one little ewe lamb, which he had bought and nourished
up:
and it grew up together with him, and with his
children; it did eat of his own meat, and drank of his
own cup, and lay in his bosom, and was unt.o b Lm as a
(laughter. And there came a traveller unto the rieh
man, and he spared to take of his own flock and of his
own herd, to dress for the wayfaring man that was come
urrt o him; but took trw 'poor man's lamb, and dressed it
for the man that was come to him.
David

is greatly

enraged

against

the perpetrator

of' thi 8 crime and he de c Lares tllat the /Suilty man is worthy
of death.

Then Nathan

says, pointedly:

11

'1'"
_nou

and lau..t1.ehes
irnmediate]_'S'
into a condemnation
his

erime against

nature

II

of David for

Uriah the Hittite.

The parable
ferent

ar~'t' Jne man,

in Isaiah 5:1-6 is of a slightly

in that it is a parable

of warning

dif-

or threat

of ,judgment rather than one in wh i ch \ivrongdoingis exposed.
It is somewhat

similar to the passage

in Ezekiel

;24: ;3-,5,wb.ich

we have LndLc at.e
d as having more of' the c:haracter:tsties of'
an allegory

than a parable.

much difference:
yond explanation
ever, the passage

The passage
without

However,

there is at least this

in Exekiel

is praetically

be-

the key that is given to it; how-

in Isaiah eould be interpreted

even if no

37
key were given.

Its meaning

is quite clear.

This is another

case wh er-e one s ho uLd not be too rigid in his elassii'ications.
However,

this passage

in Isaiah can be elassified. as "parable

pr-ope r " vrlth the reservation
Swm~ary.--This

t ha t

excursion

ria s been mentioned.
into the materials

Old 'I'es t ame n t which bears the desigrHJtion "parable
pa r-aboLi c Ln form has been

are plainly

it has made possible
m'
1
~.

J.Ilewo
vV.. rd

some valuable

covered

which

OI'

tedious, but

cleduct:tonsfor this study:

tlPP'J_"",,·'tJle,!I
JOe: no t us
'I In
0
.. sense
u..
_-,
,,,ec
any r i g:LC't

in the Old Testament,
ary form.

somewhat

II

of the

ct.

as applying

This is exactly

with relation

only to one precise

the same situation

to the use of theworc1

liter-

that was disIIparable!!in the

Synoptics.
2. 'l'h ere are two clear-cut
proper!! in the Old Testament.
b Lano e to the Synoptic
manner

They bear remarkable

resem-

par-abLe s , both as to form and as to

All the examples

that the word

message.

from the Old Testament

"pnr-ab l.e" is always

rEhe parabolic

or as a popular

something

of ethical,

uratlve,

assocLa t ed with the idea

It almost always

folk-tale.
moral,

or religious

it is based upon things

01'

contain word-pictures

of the people.

Spiritual

conveys

significance.

of these materials

to whom they are add r-essed.

materials

reveal

form is rarely used for entertain-

4 .v'VtLilethe language

people

of "parab.le

of use.
3.

ment,

examples

1.s fig-

ideas well known to the
In the ma in the 8 e

drawn from the ordinary

truth is presented

through

life

COIn-
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parison
Nathan

wi th other know.ledge the people
talked

already have.

VV.hon

with David in terms of sheep and herds, he was

c e r-t ain Ly on famil:i.arground.
5.
Testament

lVlanyof the so-called

are parables

in tlle Synoptics,

wri

would be typical

A long

sented

Lch

nifiaance

if expanded

,

excursion

just as the similitudes
into

na

ive form

r-r-at

of the Apocrypha

into the par>able as it is repre-

is unneeessary

in these writings

reveals

that was not discovered

the Old Testament.

of the Old

II

parables.

in the Literature

in the Apocrypha

the parable

in

in germ form,

New Testament

The Parable

"proverbs

Various

beca'use the use of
nothing

of great 91g-

in the study of the parable

'bypes

of pal'labl®s

tive speech are present

in these writings,

examples

will be given in passing:

and references

and figUl'\~\"

however,

Parables .--TheJ'e are Ei.tLe asb tb.ree distino'l:;

ables in II Esdras.
verses

The most

significant

and some

par.,..

is in Chapter 8,

2-~_):

But I will tell you a pa r-ab Le , Ezra.
Just; as,
if you ask the earth, it will. tell y ou that it pl~Oduces much more soil from which earthenware is made,
but little dust from which gold comes, that is the
way with th~ present w~rld; many have been created,
but f'ew vvill be saved."

There

are others

in Chapter 7:3-5, and 6-9.

lTranslation

of Edgar J.

Goodspeed.
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Allegor.~?~. --'1'hi
8 t ype
of'material
The most

II Esdras"

and continues
writer,

important

example be~ins at Chapter 11

the s Lx t n verse of Chapter 12.

through

in his sleep, has seen an eagle having

f'eather-covered

wings

and three heads.

in figura.t:i.velanguage

The

twelve

A lon~ description

of wh.Q.t bappe na to this eagle is

'The wri t.e r then says, in Ch.apter- 12, beginning

given.
verse

is plent if'ul in

"Sovereign

7:

sight,

Lord,

I have

if

found favour in yOlJI'

...

and if I am counted upright t)y you

slave b he meaning
The explanation

places peculiar

upon each event and item in the figuratjve
establishlng
is a vivid
f r-ornII

this as a clear example
contrast

between

Esd.ras 8: 2-~.

narrative,

thus
There

and the one cited

from the eighth chapter

empria sIzing a single-point

c ompar

between

a fact of nature and a fact in the moral realm.

meaning

is

j_nheren.tin itself.

figurative

language,

of comparisons

ference between

The other

pas sage is

these two approaches,

language

to give

There is a fundamental
a difference

be kept in mind clearly when any interpretation

examples

Its

also

which must be explained

any meaning.

types of figurative

t ser,

but. the ernphasI.s is placed upon a series

or likenesses

the illustration

II

significance

of the allegory.

this passage

The passage

is f:"Lgurati
ve language

• ahow your

of th::Lsdr-e ad f'u L vision.

and explanation

that follows

at

d.if-

which must

of these

is attempted.

Surnr~.ary.
--rrhe surmnary of the significance

of the se

of figurative

is

essentially

language

from the Apocrypha

the same as given after the section on the use
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of the parable
parable

in the Old Testament.

It is evident that the

is not a rigid form; it is always a teaching

figurative
proverbs

language

is used; many of the wise sayings or

are parables

in germ form.

The Parable

in the Rabbinical

In addition

to the parables
literature

found

of the Rabbis,

in the writings

Rabbis

by them between

wrote materials

Writings

of the Old Testament

and the post-Biblical

iuls prepared

form;

there are parables
especially

to be

the mater-

300 B. C. and 200 A. D.

These

which are called Ill'l1idrashes.
11
'I'ne se
of the various books

are interpretations

and expansions

the Old Testament.

For many years they were never written

down, but were passed

on orally by the various

ever, many were eventually

written

It has been only recently
have awakened

an investigation
Feldman

of the Synoptic
of this Rabbinic
points

made up of' sim11ies
plain a text,
He writes

that New Testament

incident

concerning

scholars

of considerable

parables

value

can be gained by

literature.

out that the Midrashes

and parables

How-

down.

to the fact that knowledge

for interpretation

Rabbis.

of

are largely

which are designed

to ex~

or nar r-at Lve in the Old 'I'estament.

these Rabbis

and their work as follows:

The Habbis, many of whom were themselves owners
of lands and vineyards, seem to have obs6rved the process of field cultivation in all its aspects.
They
saw the preparation of the soil.
• •. They wa t; rre d
the grain.
•••
They beheld the produce of the land
being gathered into the threshinB floor and the storehouses •••••
The same applied to the garden and
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orchard .
• And similarly.
•• they describe
the grazing and tending of the flocks and the herds,
and note the life of the shepherd and herdsman • • • .1
Srnith also c omrnenb s on the striking
tween the Rabbinic

and Synoptic

parallels

be-

parables:

In Talmud and Midrash we find parables of sowing
and harvesting, sheep-farming and house-building, of
e t e wa r-ds and fa r-mha.nd s , LanoLor-d s and t.ena nt s , as
well as many others drawn from different environment
and unrepresented
in the Gospels.
There is a Rabbinic
story of'hid treasure, or a Pharisee and a Publican,
of' a prodigal son, of' a feast meant for others but
given to the poor, of guests rejected because unsuitably dressed, of laborers who gr1.lrnble
at the wage
paid to others.
But it is only rarely that the resemblance between these and the Gospel parables is so
close as to suggest any direct relationship, and it
is probable that the parallelism is in all cases to be
accounted f'or by the fact that behind both lies a
comrnon background of popular tale~ and illustrations
and Scripture expositions • • ••
It is interesting
these materials
have

already

to note that upon examination

show the same general

been discovered

classifications

in the Synoptics,

T'estament and the Apo cr-yphaI v!ritings:
proper,

allegories,

other minor

example

stories,

It is impossible

forms.

as

the Old

similies,

parables

wise sayings,
to classify

and

them

r 19iclly.
One example

of the remarkable

parallels between

the Rabb LnLc and the SynOI)cic pa rab Le s will perhaps be
sufficient

for the needs

of this paper.

a Rabbinic

parable

similar to the parable

Ipeldman,

op. cit., pp. 227-228.

op. cit., p. 70.

The following

is

of the Two Houses:
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A man who does many good works and has learn8~
much 'I'or-ah, to what. is he like?
To a man 'who builds
below wi.th stones and then with (mud) bricks; and
when much water comes and stands round the wa'l I.s, it
does not wash them from their place.

But the man who does marry good works and has
learned Torah, to what is he like?
To a man who builds
flrst with bricks and afterwards with stones; and when
little water comes it demolishes them at once.l
The Gospel

parable

of similar nature

is given by Matthew,

as f'ollows:
Everyone therefore that heareth these words of
mine, and doeth them, shall be likened unto a wise
man, who bullt his house upon the rock:
and the
rain descended, and the floods carne, and the winds
blew, and beat upon that house; and it fell not:
for it was f'o und ed upon a rock.
And everyone that heareth these words of mine
and doeth them not, shall be likened unto a foolish
man, who built his house upon the sand:
and the rain
descended, and the floods came, and the winds blew,
and ~mot~ upo~ that~h~use; and it fell:
and great
was ~he raIl ~hereoL.
Many other examples
is sufficient
remarkable

could be cited, but this one

for the purpose here, to show that there are

parallels

between

the parables

of the Synoptics

and those of the Rabbis.
A word of warning
agreement

is in order.

among such scbolars

There is general

as Oesterley

and Feldman

that:
One cannot, riowe ver , fail to notice the immense
difference both in subject-rnatter and treatment and
above all, in application, between the Gospel parables

2Matt.

7:24-27.

4,)'"
and those of the Rabbis; interesting and instructive
as the latter often are, they stand on an altogether
lower plarie, It is not prejudice that prornpts us to
say this--far from that, we have a feelinE of warm
sympathy viTi
th a great deal of the Rabbini cal t.e
a cb Lng ;
but we are convinced that any impartial reader of the
two sets of parables, the Gospel and the Rabbinical,
will be forced to admit that the latter compare very
unfavorably with the former.l
The greatest
parables
however.

significance

is not in their parallels
The manner

of these Rabbinical
with the Synoptic materials,

in which these parables

the vmy in which they were understood
the important
structing

matters.

These points

the set of principles

by their hearers

are

will be used in con-

in Chapter V.

10esterley, op cit., pn_. 10-11.
244 for a similar statement.
_

p.

were used, and

_I-'

08ee'e Ld.man, op.
C'

D

cit.,

CHAPT'ER

HECOGNIZED

DIFFICULT'TES

STATEMENT

has been

closely marked

figurative

soem logical

chapters

of this paper the parable

It has been defined

and the Rabbinical
to proceed

of interpretation
during

A

PRINCIPLES

in its use in the Synoptics,

the Apocrypha,

However,

POmVIULJ,_'I'ING

off from other similar types of

literature.

been traced

IN

OF BASIC

In the previous

IV

and then has

the Old Testament,

writings.

with the statement

It would now
of the prinCiples

fOl' t ht s lit.o
r-at.ur-e
which has been analyzed.
the process

of analysis

certain difficulties

"have been not iced, d Lf'fL c u.Ltie s whl ch mus t be met Ln some way
before

proceeding

to the statement

of interprotation

principles.
The Problem
No student
set of interpretation
w it.h a

puzzling

following

of Explaining
of the parables
principlos

Mark 4:10ff
can construct

without

attempting

problem which a r Lses in relation

passage

a valid
to deal

to the

in Mark 4:10ff:

And wrie n he was alone, they that were about him
with the twelve asked of him thB parables.
And he
said unto them, Unto you is given the mystery of
the kingdom of God: but unto them that are without,
all things are done in parables:
that seeing they
may see, anrl not perceive; and hearing they may hear,
and not understand; lest haply they should turn again,
and it should be forgiven them.
44

45

As these verses

stand in the Marean

setting,

were spoken by Jesus after he had given the Parable

they

of the

Sower.

They seem to imply that Jesus used the parables

a means

of concealing

his message

inner circle and that he actually

as

from all but a certain
intended

that some would

fail to understand

and would not repent.

Both of these

ideas seem utterly

foreign to the Person

of Jesus, as we

'us ua L'ly

think of him.
Matthew's

problem

by

Some explanation

version.--Some

Matthew's

version

must be made.

light is shed on the

of this

same speech:

And the disciples came, and said unto him, Vvhy
speakest thou unto them in parables?
He answered
and said unto them, Unto you it is given to know the
mysteries of the kingdom of heaven, but to them it
is not given.
For whosoever hath, to him shall be
g i.v en , arid he shall have abundance:
but whosoever
ha th not, from him shall be taken awaST even that
which he hath.
Theref'ore speak I to them in par'abIes·
because seeing thBY see not; and hearing they hear
'
not, neither do they understand.l

This version
matter.

a totally different

concealing

not; and 'he arl ng they he ar

IMatt.

whilo the

It is the people who are at fault.

'l'heyare in such a moral condition

perceiving,

Jesus

given by IvIntthewis a moral indict-

the people.

Old Te8ta~ent

on the

is that

truth lest peoplo repent,

of the incident

ment against

seeing,

construction

In the Marcan version the implication

is purposely
version

places

that they

s eeing

88

e

not, ne j_ ther do they under'Stand.

source.--The

reference

and understanding,

13:10-13.

II

!!

concerning

as it appears

in both

46

the versions,

is taken from Isaiah 6:9.

in

with the a ctua I quotation by Jesus at'

Matthev! is continued
the words

The reference

of the prophet

Isaiah:

You will listen and liston, and never understand,
And ycru will look and look, and never see!
For this nation's mind has grown dull,
And they hear faintly with their ears,
And they have shut their eyes,
So as never to see with their eyes,
And hear with their ears,
And ll_nderstandwith their minds, and turn back,
And let me cure them.l
'I'he

me arring her'S is plain.

ficulty

of explaining

conclusion

yields

that the parables
•

L

lL.-

,

were used to concenl truth

It cannot be established

since another

a totally

conceal

Mark 4:10ff, but it shows that the

that the parables

is not warranted.
passage,

This does not remove the di:f-

version

different

by this one

in one of the other Synoptics

explanation.

Matthew's

insistence

were spoken to teach truth, rather than

is again emphasized

in the same chapt.e r' :

All these things spake Jesus in parables unto
the multitudes; and without a parable spa ke rie not.n i ng
urrt o them:
that it might be fulfilled wh i ch was
~
s po'ko n t.nr-ougn
the pr-o phet , saying, I will open my
mbuth in parables; I will utter things hidden from the
foundation of the VJorld.C:;
Evidence
usage

from parables

in the Old Testament,

Rabbinical

writings
IMatt.

the Apocrynha,

was examinGd

1~:14-15,

2Matt. 13:34-35.

in other sources.--Parable
and in the

in the previous

Goodspeed.

Chapter.

4?
In each

as a teaching
ceiving

form designed

a m(~_I';Jl_
tr~th.

undc~t~ding

t.r-ut.h
Ls

a comparison

to conceal

completely,
parable

'I'heuse of the pa r-a.b l.e
inherent

truth, then our definition

to explain

proper does not require

for the point 1s Lrihe r-errt
G. Montefiore,

the parallels

between

-I:;he
Synoptics,

were

falls down

we have made between

are of no avail.

the speaker wishes

truth of a parable

O.

If the parables

the

It is true that

is often used as a means of concealing

until

planation,

as an aid to

fact of life or nature with a

or spirittial realm.

and the allegory

in p8r-

in the defj_nition of it as

and the distinctions

the allegory
message

that the parable was used

to aid the listeners

of a well-known

truth in the moral
taught

scovered

case it was

a

it, but the
an appended

in t he parable

ex-

itself.

who has made a careful study of

the Habbinlc

sensed t.hI.spr-ool.em,

parables

and those of

and insisted that:

The Rabbis, who made such large use of the parables,
were alive to their value as a method of teaching and
for the pUJ>Dose of vivid illustration.
Jesus undoubtedly
used his pa~able8 to illustrate and pxnlain, not to
darken or-keep concealed, his meaning.1
other explanatlons.--For
it is probably
Mark 4:10ff
the parables

sufficient

the purpose

of this paper

to point out that the pussage

in

cannot be taken by itself to build a CBse against
as a teaching

form.

Such a procedure

stands

10• G. Mont-efiore, Habbinic Literature and Gospel
Teachings (London:
Macm111an & 00., Ltd., 1930), p. 252.
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condemned

by other passages

by the usage

Ln other' Bibli.cal l:Lcernture'NhicIJ.has been

of parables
examined,

in the Synoptics,

and by prominent scholars in the field.

there are ot.her explanations

made by various

However,

scho Lar s , and

these will be cited briefly:
Dodd:
NOVI
this whole passage Q'I!ark4:10f1') is
st:;rikinglyunlike in language and style to the majority of the sayings of Jesus.
Its vocabulary includes
(within this short space) seven wor-ds which are not
proper to the res!:;of the Synoptic record.l
Levison:
We must rule out one of the quotations,
Ollar1-c
4: Ll.ff or Ma t t , 10:10ff) for ,Ie sus could. not
have made them both. • • • • We cannot help concluding
that the explanations given are personal explanations
of the auth~rs of our first and second Gosp~ls.2
This scholar insists
is t hat of try:Lng to get a proper
in Isaiah 6:9-10.
Hebrew
wrong

The delicate

renderin.g of the Heb r-ew

shade of meaning

was lost in the Greek translation,
sense to the Marcan

rendering

version.

of tho quotation

that the problem

in the

thus g:iving a

He insists

that Matthew's

is t.he rnor-e a ccur-at e ,

Smith:
The Marean theory registers the fact that
some of the parables had become obscure with the 1088
of their context.o
In other words, he believes
of the parables
~;)inceMark

that the exact contexts

were lost before

could not understand

of many

Mark wrote his gospel.
some

of' them, he felt t ha t.

they must have been given to conceal the truth from all
lOp. cit., pp. 10-14.
0oP. Cit., p. 51ff.

20p. cit., pp. xiv-xv.
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except

the elect.
Swn!nary.--It is not necessary

isfact;ory explanation

of Mark 4:l0ff.

to establish

a sat-

It is only necessary

to show, as has been done, that it is a problem passage
because

it presents

a different

than the rest of the Synoptic
a theory

it is discredited

sources

t.h a t the por-ab Le

device,

rather

viewpoint

references.

As the basis for

by plain evidence

from many

form VJas always used as a teaching

than a concealing

The explanations

on thB parables

device.

given by Dodd, Levison,

Oesterley,

Smith and others ra ise mo r-e que st ions than they ans we r-,
'I'hey are interest:'Lng,but; they are not necessary

the principles

of' interpretation

to establish

upon which this paper w:Ul

re s t; •
Traditional
Allegorical

Approach

Allegorical

interpretationlof

at a very early date in the history
kinds of absurd

interpretations

the parables began

of the church.

All

were put forward, most of

lA distinction should be made here.
Up to this point
certain contrasts have been drawn between the parable and-the
allegory as literary types.
Caution has been expressed against
pushing the distinctions harder than the materials warrant.
But at this point a different line of approach comes in, that
of allegorical interpretation.
This approach of interpretation has a wider application than just; to the explanation of'
allegories; it has been applied to all kinds of materials
when me n wanted to give them mystical, secondary, or hldden
meanings.
POI'
examp Le , it is P03:3 ible to take a portion o r
Old Testament history (not an allegory as regards literary
type) and give the historical details some special or mystical signif'i.cance and thus construct an entirely new meaning
for the material.
This is called "allegorization," and the
term is so used in this paper.
This distinction between
allegory as a literary type and allegorization as a method of
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them making
par8ble.
proper

something

Irenaeus

approaches

out of every minute

found it necessary
in interpreting

detail in each

to warn against

im-

parables:

And therefore the parables ought not to be adapted to
amb Lg'uous expressions.
Fo r , if this be not done, both
he who explains them will do so without danger, and the
par~bles will receive a like interpretation from all ••
• But to apply express:lons which are not clear- or
evident to interpretations of the parables, such as
everyone discovers for himself as inclination lends him
is absurd.
For in this way no one will possess the
rule of truth; but in accordance with the nu.rnberof
"persons who explain tl"lepnI'!:Jbles
will be f'o und the
varLo u s systems of t r-ut.n , in mutual opposition to ea oh
other, nnd setting fOI'th antagonistic doctrines, like
the questlons current nmong the Gentile philosophers.l
Evidently

excessive

led to much
derived

confusion,

the tendency

of the parables

and to opposing

had already

systems of teachings

Irenaeus does not actually

from the same parable.

state that parables

cessive

allegorization

must not be allegorized,

but he decrles

of the com.oerrt
at.ora o:fhis time t owa r-d ex-

allegoI'ization which led each writer to extremes

interpretation.
he terms the
excessively

In another pas sage, after explaining

of

what

"ab sur d interpretations flof one gr-oup that was

given to placing

such as the ninety

sp

ec La L emphasis

and nine in the Parable

upon rrumbors ,

of the Lost

Sb_eep, he says:
interpretation
should be kept in mind in order to determine
clearly what is meant where-the term flallegorizationfl is
used in this paper.
lIrenaeus

against Heresies,

Book

II, XXVII,

1.
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I we L'l.know, my dear friend, t.hat when thou hast
read through all this, thou wilt indulge in a hearty
laugll over thi s the ir inflated wi sa folly! 1
Irenaeus'

general position

in regard to the parables

was that in no case was some ingenious

explanation

parable

or exclusive

tion

to be regarded

as the original

of a
founda-

of a doctrine.
Despite

the favorite

these warnings

playground

time of Chrysostom,
of the parables
were being

the parables

of ingenious

continued

allegorizers.

to be

In the

the trend was still toward allegorization

but still the warnings

against

this method

issued:

And, as I am always saying, the parables must not
be explained throughout word for 'Nord, since many absurdities will follow • ••
2
rl'.be
saying is a parable, wherefore ne it.her- is it
right to inquire curiously into all things in parables
word by word,' but when we have learnt the object for
whLc h it was composed, to reap this, and not to busy
one I s self about anyth:lng f urthe r ,3
The method
heights

of allegorization

in AugustIne,

who

ies to come by his extreme

f i xe d

reached

it in the church for centur-

interpretations.

in his interpretation

of the Parable

the following

are given significance:

details

1-1 . d

~.,

?

Book

~Chrysostom,
31., Ld

~.,

I, XVI,

3.

Hornily XLVII.

}T
_~oml'1·_Jf_

LXTIJ
- •

its greatest

For example,

of the Ten Virgins,
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1. 'I'rie numb e r- "tLve " wa s used because
fLv e ser1ses e
Ir118 t e r-m

2.

tr~JiJ.""'girls!T

Lnd l c a t.s s

t.ha

t

we have
tl:~is

me a n s

church metnbers.
3. The oil si

tf'ies charity.

4. The night signifies

ignorance.

5. The vessels mean the hearts
Smit}l offers an explanation

of the people.l

for the popularity

of

this approach:
Allegorical interpretation affords a means whereb'y
the venerated traditions of the past may be brought into
line with the ideas and beliefs of' the present.
It eni
".. t srn I.nelle
, '~
a "lo Lecr-I vt.ne 0tOlCGO
o.:_scover
pa nr.ne
GreGIc lnythology, the Hellenist Jew to discover Greek philosophy
in the books of Moses, the Rabbi to discover edifi~ation
even in the place-names of the Old Testament, and the
Christian to discover the Gospel in the Law.
Some of
the parables of Christ, robbed of tbBir contexts, of'fered
a very obvious f Le l.d for the application of' the sa;:ne
method.
By its aid they could be regarded as prophetic
oracles, communicating "t.h i ng s hidden from the foundation
of the wo r Ld , Tt
Since the allegorical interpretation of
thB parables began very early and at a time when the
Chri8tia,n tradition Wf:l.S very fluid, it h8.3 left its mark
n

h'1

..

•

,

~

2-

It has only been in recent years that this allegorLc al a pp roa c h has be en called

into que sti on vd th a suf'f':i.-

cient force to cause many expositors
in the nineteenth
after referring

--------

to abandon it.

Trench,

century, began to see the light, although

to the warnings

of' Chrysostom

and Origen

---------------------------------------------~-------------.----I .r....
6" g' us
vv:,)

2nrn-i
0_. _ t h
.,

l

e

-j )-1
,-,-,_,

op
<.

Sermons on New-Testament
cit., pp. 27-28.

Lessons,

XLIII •

Also see pp. 44-45.
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and adding
to use

one of his own in his introduction,

it himself,

although

The German
present

approach

~) c..

dous

importance

--v

parables

Cl..

_

_J

._

_.

"t}l"qn
(.... -. -

set the stage for the

which emphasizes

alle'~o~l'es2
C) -

them as

This is of tremen-

I.

• --

If we are to interpret

to this paper.

as allegories,

to construct

J~licher,

to the parables,

c; ,::',
.r0t'ne~
r.'ar~'o--Lcn

true

degree.1

in a modified

scholar,

he proceeded

the

we may as well give up any attempt

a set of interpretation

principles,

since in

allegory

every man is on his own and can make out of them

anything

he wishes.

and interpretation
valid

At least some uniformity

of approach

will come out of the application

set of principles

approaching

the parables

of a

as parables.

Fo r-rnCritic:lsm
About 20 years ago a new school of Gospel research
sprang up in Germany.
from the German

It has been called

formgeschichte.

in this paper because

"For-m

CritiCism, II

It must be treated briefly

it is a major approach

to the Synoptics

at the present

time, and it has deep implications

interpretation

of parables.

The purpose
tries to recover
endeavors

of form criticism.--The

the original

lTrench,

OPe

2Julicher,

form critic

forms in the gospels.

to I'study the development

crystallization
prior to ii::;s

for the

He

of the oral tradition

~
in the Gospels

,

prior even

cit., Introduction

Die Gleichnisreden

Jesu

I
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to the written
which

do cume nt s or cycles of' fixed tradition

they appear

is to classify

to rest

Ttl

••

the materials

upon

The method of approach

of the Gospels on the basis of

the i r f or-m ,
Basic

assumptions

of tll.eforHl critic.--In

t r-ac

Lng

forms, the form cric ic t'o.l.l.ows
certain as sumptions:
He assume s that t.her-e wa.s a per-Lod of oral

1.

tradition

prior to any written materials,

is oral period
cirCUlated

materials

became relatively

in small units without

all the materials

and that during

of the Synoptics

fixed and

context or setting.

on the basis of form.

3. He a ssurnes that there are certain
tradition!! wh lch governed
and that the originals
these

1l1i:LWS

of

the t'or-ma
t.Lon of the mat er La.Ls,

can be reconstructed

by d1scovering

laws.
4.

He assumes

that t he Synoptic materials,

now have them, have no chronological,
geographical

value.

In other words,

biographical,
according

as we
or

to the form

critic we cannot place any trust in the setting of a
parable
form

in the Synoptic material.

critic,

Bultmann,

a typical

insists that:

It may be seen quite clearly that the 01:'ig1n8.1
tradition was made up almost entirely of brief single

Willett,

lpredericlc C. Grant, Porn} Criticism
Clark & Co., 1934), preface.

(Chicago:
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un tt s (sayings or short narratives), and that almost
all r-e fe r-e n ce s to time and place which serve to connect up the single sections into a larger £ontext
are the editorial work of the evanE';elists.·
Contributions
denied

that form criticism has made

tributions
to brie
_

_

t

~

of form criticism.--It

to New Testament

tllife s t t.uat.I
on "
_._~_

~

t_,

_~

-.__

some significant

study.

(:=',jl-7,
.J_VL._

forms, and has helped

have puzzled

New Testament

has established
Synoptics,

definitely

Lm Le b en )
._

def'inite oral unit before
script

l'rl
_

VJ1~'1'ch tGL
he
._~_

~_

uy_
cv:..y10 P-

the search for the

to solve some passages

scholars

for a long time.

that some of the materials

such as the Passion

con-

It has drawn attention

I.crnater La Ls were born, stimulated

original

cannot be

Story, existed

it was ever written

that
It
in the

in a fairly
down in manu-

form.
Relation

to th~s study.--If

of the form critic without
ing a set of principles

complicated.

that is most

complicating

The assumption

>-

1 Ibid., p.

25.

2~)ee Luke 10: 29.

to the set-

of the Good Samar-

to the question

lfWho is my neighbor?!f2

-~----~.~~-----

of form criticism

according

ting in the Gospel of Luke, the parable

yer who asked,

of the parables

of the Synoptic materials

For example,

itan was told in response

of construct-

for this study is the insistence

and settings

cannot be relied upon.

the problem

for interpretation

is immensely

that the chronology

reserve,

we accept the findings

of a certain law-

In attempt;1ng to
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interpret

the parable,

e r-ab Le emphasis
form

would be placed upon this se t t Lng ,

critic would

claiming

it would be only natural that consid-

cast a shadow of do~bt on this setting,

that probably

oral tradition

the parable

itself was afloat in the

for some time without

and that the present
the gospel

But the

writer,

any context or setti:Cl£,

setting in Luke :is ene manufBctured

by

or at the very least is artificial.

The weaknesses

of form criticism.--To
.----

the candid

observer

the I'oI'm cr.l t.Lc seems to take too much for granted

Ln these

assumptions

disregard
Lrif'Lue

He c anno t make them w i t.hout

of his.

for the eye-vdtnesses

who surely must have had

n ce over both the oral and Lat.e r- the vIri
t t en gospel

materials.
approach

The form critic is highly
and no two form

cations.

subjective

in his

crities agree on their class:Lfi-

Each works out his own system.
There are other weaknesses.

It is necessary

the form critic to ignore many of the findings
criticism,

and to brush

aside the patristic

order to make his assumptions
an estimate

tenable.

of literary

evidences

in

He places too low

upon the Person of Jesus by ascribing

the tradi t1 on to t.he

for

most of

Chri s t ian comrnunity, thus leavi.ng to

Jesus only a very minor role as a prophet who was overglorified
mediate

of Jesus are thrust aside Lrrt o a grossly

disciples

d c 1 aSSJ_ilCa
.
e:xaggerat eo
F'"

e

men of the early
the very truths
brand

In thi s system, even the irn-

by his followers.

t ~I.__
on

..

""S
u.

17

q -_', _j:mp

l,e

crrur ch were willjng

f Ls he r-I'o Lk

c

"

r1'he

to give their lives for

that the form critics are so ready to

as editorial

constructions.
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SUlnma:c~.--For the purposes
trend3

of the form critic will be kept in mind, but it will

be remembered
res~ch,
method.

fa

that this appr-o a cti is a theory

not a thoroughly

established

We will not try to establish

of a parable
other

of' this paper, the

or widely accepted
the interpretation

solely upon its context, but will examine

ct.or s ,

with the form

of Synopt;ic

Thus we vvill not be obllged

critic very often.

to cross swor-ds

CHAPTEH V

Ie
The previous
fore a statement
was necessary
mark

PHINe IPLES

chapters have all been necessary

of basic principles

could be made.

to define the characteristics

it off from other similar literary

background

in older literature,

give treatment

gr-ound undergirds

to interpretation

detail

In Chapter

of

II

and
be-

principles.

to form a backtbat this back-

the interpretation. principles

rrhe Principle

11

types, study its

It is to be noticed

for this chapter.

emphasis

of the parable,

to set forth any interpretation

This work has been done in sufficient
ground

It

and then to acknowledge

to certain difficulties

fore attempting

be-

in many ways.

Single- Point -Ernphas.l sIT

II it was pointed

out that !lsingle-polnt-

is one of t h e main chal'acteristics of the parabolic

type of literature.

Sometimes

there are details

but usually

they are noticeably

contribute

to the main emphasis.

a focus on one basic

failure

realm.

to recognize

e st.abL'i ahmerrb of a trao.itional
has allegorized

or else they all

The true parable

comes to

truth that is tyue in both the natural

arid the mo ra L or reliGious
last chapter,

secondary

in parables,

the parables

As was po Lut ed out in the
this principle

led to the

interpretal.:;ion
approach

until their true and most

58

which
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important

mBanin~

has often been lost.

of the New Testament
war-n i ng s were

warned

largely

unheeded

yec',rst.ha ..t this method
by nearly

of

against

Even early scholars

this approach,

but their

arid it has been only in r-ecerrb

of interpretation

has been r-epudLat ed

all of the scnoLaro who have made critical

studies

Synoptics.
He re is a cLe ar exa;rrple0:[' t.h Is princ ipls of

point-ernphasis,!f in addition

to the previous

!I

single-

references.

Another parable spake he unto them; The kingdom
of heaven is like unto leaven, which a woman took,
and hid in three measures of meal, till it was all
leavened.l
Application
phasis!! requires
parison
realm

between

of life

the world

of the principle

of!fsingle-point-em-

that we seek the fundamental
the idea of leaven

and nature)

workin8

and the kingdom

in meal

leaven

is a silent permeating

change

in the meal into which it is placed.

of t.rie characteristics
a powerful

transforming

into which

it was placed.

God is like ~Leaven in al:L points.

that one

wouLd be that it

influence

1:;0

Now

By comparing

'upon the SOCiety

This is the essential

Jesus d1.0 not mean

in

an inward

of God, Jesus was stating

would have

this parab1e.

realm).

force that works

of this kingdom

(in the

of God working

(a truth in the moral or relicious

this with the kingdom

point of com-

meaninc

say that the kingdom

Leaven

of
of

is esserctiallJT a
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ferment.
spoiling

It can do both the work of leavening
some other food.

the one point

The comparison

see what

The allegorizer,

or main meaning

to

of the parable,

consequence

about vvhy a woman

Ln bh.e meal,

Lmme

if the

in trying to interpret

instead of rooting

of no particular

of' speculation
leaven

is restricted

can be done with this parable
is introduced

detsils

or

of contact.

Now,

it.

bread

out the essential

d Lat.e Ly seizes upon
and departs

into a m ze

Lrist.e ad 01" a man put the

why the numbe r 3 was used .inst ead of

some other nun~Jer and other irrelevant

problems.

Here are

some of the pas sible mean.ings of the use of t.he number
that have been

3

suggest8d~1

1.

It prophesies the "epr-e ad of th e Gospel through
the three parts ••••
of the world.1!

2.

It r-epr-es e rrts "t.ne u Lt Lmat e leavening of'the
whole human race, deI'ived from the three
sons of' Noah. I! (i'll:Lgustirle'
s inter'pretation)

,-,
t.J.

T'-_l.J

of'
I!sann-~-i'f'-icat-ion
0-"'.L
solr
tt ,
....... _'\..;_
':)lJ
__
soul, and b ody
(J-erome and Ambrose)
'ic,•...) any'orni,-,,,,
1-'
... ~0e;

_

_/_...L_~

v

~-,..

"

4. 'I'helea ven signif'ieCJ humanity and the nurnber
three .i s used because .nan is made U'P of'
"t nr-ee elements, spirit, soul, and body. II
It is easy to see that this type of speculation
spoils t he purity
most important
parable

of the pa rab Le and b ecl.ouds its true and

meaning.

from universal

Such interpretation
truth to speculation

1r:Preneh, op.cit.,

p , 118.

reduces

this

within the realm
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of a t.he o lo

ca L

and can speak

its message

in some narrow
and its use

systern.

t rut.n

it is timeless

to all men everywberc;

theological

is restricted

universal

As

system

it is hampered,

bound withbeclouded,

to those who accept or understand

the systern into wh i cn :it has been forced.
Just how far astray one can go by using this allegorical

method

is illustrated

pr-et.a t Lon ::in1fhich he states

by G. Campbell Morgan's

inter-

that;"the thing, of p r Lruar y im-

portance

is not the leaven, and not the woman, but the three

rn,e a 3D_I' e s

of meal.

make

'I'h Ls

1s 1ndeed a strange statement

since both the woman

and the leaven are the active

agents
which
here

tIl

in the parable
Ls acted

while the meal is only an inert mass

upon by the other two.

to go into the complete

By a curious

to

It 18 not necessary

interpretatIon

which he makes.

twist he bends the parable to fit a particular

tlLeological tenet whi en he champions.
Examples

of the wild speculations

put forth as interpretations
this allegorization
end.

The Parable

the worst

method

of the parables

Concerning

by the use of

could be cited almost without

of the Good Samaritan

treatment

that have been

has rece1ved

about

from the allegorizers.
this, Martin writes:

lUleg;ory has run r-Lot wi th t1:1.i3 parable.
r11['1e
'I'r
are the devil.
The
man i s rrurnandt
. lc._._. C.y
_.l e ·br1v.arJd.s
~.
priest and the Levite represent the law and the
IG. Campbell Morgan, Parables
(Fleming H. Reveil, 1907) p. 116.

of the Kingdom

I

6r:'"
prophets.
TI~e Samaritan is Jesus.
The oil and the
wine are divine grace.
The ass is the body of Christ.
The return of the Samaritan is the second corning of
Christ.l
This parable

I.

has been

so interpreted

but this robs it of its essential
wh lcn it

by a good many writers,

meaning,

thB purpose

for

was spoken, and Le ad s one frorn the clear impact of

its teaching

concerning

one's neiglilioroff into a barren

land

of' s pe cu l.at ion.
Such parables

as f1rrhe.Impo r tunat e F'riendn2 and !1The

7.

Un jus t

;JudgeTtU are strong arguments

point-emphasis!!
applied

approach.

to either

If the allegorical

of these, one i~nediately

in deep wat e r-s ,
an swe r-o prayer

of

only when f'o r ced to, t ha the

the parable,

these difficulties.
the man who loaned

nature

becowes

g:i. ve s

is

involved
that he

grudgingly
of'the

as ha s been set f'orth, clears away

God is like the Unjust
the bread

at m i.dri
lgrrt

Judge and like

only in the sense

and patience.

stops and nothing more

At that point

is implied by the true

of the parable.
Levison,

approach,
Unjust

approach

A true unders tanding

that he will reward persistence
the similarity

sing1e-

ll

Are we to admit that God is unjust,

to thos e who a s k long enough?
nature

in favor of the

makes

following

the

single-:point-ernpb.asis11

11

this interpretation

of the Parable

of the

Judge:

Here is a judge, a person lacking in regard
:for God or man, who would not see that j'1Jst:;ice
Ls
lOp. ~it., p , 118.

2Lul_.
" el_-I·.
_ 5-CJ.
~
r

3L lLce
I

] _,
8

: l'
-8•
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done to 8. poor widow, who yet in the end, because
of personal fear, administers justice; and shall
not God, the jpst, holy and righteous One, administer ,justiCe?l
Fur-t.b.e
r- treatment
later principle

of this parable

Op
J.

will be given under a

interpretation

that will back up this

approach.
Before
called

leaving this section attention

to the fact that thece are two parables

tics wh i en are interpr'eted in an allegorical
plete analysis
for another

of this is a problem

complete

be pinned
present,
furnish

especially
sufficient

parables

previously

approach.

The peculiar

t.at

of evidence
overwhelming

these materials
pointed

elements

that all the
It is this

problems

involved

still to be
c ase in

in the interpre-

Judge

arid 'I'he Impor-

st.a t.o
d,

These, alone w it.h the

set fo r-t.n

in oth er- pr'inciples,

favor of' the Lnt.e rpr-e t.Lng of

as true parables.

It has already been

out that there is not a rigid diffe~ence

lOp.

11

ttmt gave ris8 to much of the allerorical

t.unat e Friend have already been

make an

proper.

but; this does not

as allegories.

Lon of' s uch pa r-a
b Le s as The Unjust

weight

I.e

that the parable form canDot

for maintaining

should be interpreted
nroblem

magnitude

There are some allegorical

grounds

Com-

out that

"par-ab

in these two parables,

particular

manner. 2

It can be pointed

thesis.

down rigidly.

in the Synop-

of sufficient

these do not come under the c La ssLf LcatLori
It has been admitted

shrruld be

between the

c it., p. Hs5.

2The Parables

of the Sower and of the Tares
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allegory

and the parable

as literary

does not elve any license
of interpretation
bolic

However,

for using the allegorical

on materials

this

method

that are predominantly

para-

in form.
The Principle

of Self-Interpretation

The first principle
all and is basic
second

being

stated is the most important

to all the rest tbat will be stated.

principle,

lend support

put forth as a valid method

of them are either

with

8 ta ternentthElt

the meaning

surface,

these keys,

the parables

f'ur-n lahe

that explains

that a

prefixed by, or contain, or end
8

inescapable.

and proceed

The allegorical

the parables

a key to the ir me an l ng ,

of some seems to be very apparent

practically

by a comparison

they are

of approaching

upon reading

good many

Also,

This

Gospels.

It is noticeable

e o me

of

as well as tho others that are to come,

to the first, and, taken together,

of the Synoptic

Here

types.

They interpret

itself.

on the

themselves

Some choose to ignore

to work out their own interpretations.

approach

violates

these verses

constantly.

are some examples:
And he spake a parable unto them to the end
that they ougi~ alwa~s to pray, and not to faint.1
And he spake also this parable unto certain
who t.r-us
t ed itlthemselves that they were 1'1ghteo1..1.s,
and set others at nought.2
For everyone
lL1J.ke18:1 •

that exalteth
2Luke 18:9.

himuelf

shall be

6.5
riumb Led ; and 118 that humb Let h
e xa Lt edJ,. 1

himself

sh9.11 be

-"\,.(.:...u

The first of these
Judge,

the second

a prefix

of the Lowest

to the Parable

of the Unjust

of the Pharisee

Seat; at t he Feast.

The Form Critics,
of t he se , trying

as has been noted,

to establish

editors

of the material

Jesus.

But Form-Criticism

field

to the Parable

and the third is the c Lo s Lrig verse of the

and, the Publican
Pa r-ab Lo

is a prefix

of New Testa~ent

them as being

object

to some

the work of the

rather than the actual words of
has not succeeded

scholarship

in winning

over to its position

the
on

this as on many other points.
The Principle
There
the previous
applies

of Context

is a difference

one.

between

The Principle

the parable.

fers to the incident

w

interpretation

The Principle

Lt.h which the parable

associated

of Context reis as s oc Lat.e d ,

the circl"Lnstance wn lcb gr;.l.ve
rise to itsutteeance.
not have this in every instance,
context

for many of the par~Jles.

is the Parable

of the Lowest

1,)'le
do

but there is a very clear
One of the best examples

Seats at the Feast:

And he spake a parable unto those that were
bidden, when he marked how t ne y chose out t.h e
chief seats; sayinc unto them,Wllen thou art
bidden of any man to a marriage feast, sit not

IIJuke JA: 11 .

and

of Self-Interpretation

only V~len there is an actual

in the text with

this principle

r: ..

r-

00

down in the chief seat; lest haply 8. more honorable
man than thou be bidden of him, and he that bade thee
and nl n. shall come and say to thee, Give this man
place; and then thou shalt begin with shame to take
the 10'J1!est
place.
But when t;hou art bidden, go and
sit down in the lowest place; that when he that hath
bidden thee ~ometh, he may say to thee, Friend, go
up hi
r:
then shalt thou have glory in the presence
of all that sit at meat with thee.
For every ~ne that
exa Lt et.hhilllselfshall b e humbled; and he that humb1eth
himself sha11 be exalted.l
thi.s case the parable

In

s lt.ua t t ori .i n which
exalt themselves
deserve.

to a higher

the tendency

of men to

stat:l.onthan they rightf'u.lly

The key to interpretation

It indicates
humIlity.

Jesus noticed

arose out of a concrete

lies in this context.

that the parable has to do with the problem of

'I'o make

something

else of It is to do v101811C8

to trL e text.
Another
one.

It

Ls commonly known as the Par ab Le of the Great

of the chapter:

into the house

of one of the rulers

a.not he r' point

parables
used
ment,

is given in the early

"And it came to pass, vihe n he we n t

The application
upon

was s poke n immediatel;y-after this

Tbe key to the situatiOE

Supper.
part

parable

of the Pharisees

of this principle

a Lr-e
a..
d y e st.abLl an ed ,

method.

in the Apocryphal

rests partially

Jesus spoke the se

to convey truLh to his listeners.

to the parabolic

These Jews were

It was used in the Old Testa-

writings,

and their own Rabbis used

it as a teaching

form.

t.h e me ani ng that

Jesus:i_ntended to convey to hLS

Tho primary

_._----_._._-----()

14:"7.

n2

• .

(~Luke 14: 1.

meaning

of a pRrab1e

is

Lmmed i at e
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listeners.

This must be discovered
to these pr-Imar-y

ape keys

T~e violation
to the absurd
Samaritan.

if po ss Lb Le ,

meanings

and should not be ignored.

of this one principle

interpretations

'I'h e contexts

has given rise

of the Parable of the Good

Note the context:

And behold, a certain lawy~r stood up and made
trial of' h i m , saying, I'e acrie
r-, what shall I do to
inherit eternal life?
And he ;3 a id unto him,'imat is
written in the law? how readest thou?
And he answering said, Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all
thy heart, and wi th all thy s ou l , and w Lt.h all thy
strength, ardwi th all thy mind; and thy ne i.ghbor
as thyself.
But the lawyer
\ d
Ari

questioned
1

wno

~.

J..S

him further,

saying:

my nelgnoor,...,2
•

"

J-esus told t ho pa r-a
b Le as a direct answer
and closed

to that question

it with the statement:

Go, and do thou likewise.3
T'hL3 is a clear case of where a context furnishes
of a parable,

the meaning

th~t Jesus gave to it, and the use

he made of' it in an actual
There is nothing
taking

this story-parable

context,

situation.
to prevent an allegorizer

as it is and, chopping

apply it anywas he wishos, placing

construction
it to bolster

the meaning

from

off the

any fantastic

on it that may come to his mind, or he may use
his theological

system, but he cannot logically

------------------------------------lLuke 10;25-27.

2 I·b "_i d • ,

_o__Ld .,
vs. ?
~ 9- • 3n

vs. 37.
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pass off this interpretation

as exposition

amerrt or as the me arilng which

in parable

Jesus intended to convey.

for any kind o r uniformity

'I'he r-e can be no hope
toney

of the New Test-

interpretation

ignore the true nature

or cons is-

as long as interpreters

of a parable and the context in which

it r-es Ld es ,
The Principle
In addition

self-interpretati0~

closely

allied
Color.

context,

as regards

II

the occasion

itself.

with the comparison

in life, or

for the parable,

there has

the local color or background

Would his listeners

of

be acquainted

from life that is used in a particular

pa r-a
b Le ?

If so" what meaning

prinCiple

pertains

occurrences

can be termed the "Pr Ln cLple

In adeU tion to the setting

to be taken into account

agricultural

of single-point-em-

and context there is another

principlewhj.ch

of Local

Color

to the principles

phasis,

the narrative

of Local

would

'I'h
is

they attach to it?

to the customs of the people,

and busin.ess activities,

typical

and other everyday

with which the people were familiar.

Tristram

relates

an incident

that throws consider-

able light on t.ne Parable

of the Unjust

happened

He came upon an open hall, next

in r::Sible
lands.

to a ~r1oor'
1-'
_'"
.-.
describes

TI~e
-

Judge.

'I'h
e incident

hall was servin~l:'c as a court of law.

the scene;

On a slightly raised dais at the further end
sat the kadi or judge, half buried in cushions.
Hound him squatted various secretaries and other

He
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notables.
The populace crowded into the rest of
the hall, a dozen voices clamouring at once, each
exclaiming that his cause should be first heard.
'I'he more pr-uderrtl:Ltigants joined not in the fray,
but held whispered communications with the secretaries, passing bribes euphemistically
called
fee s, int 0 the hands of one or another'. Vfnen the
greed of the underlings was satisfied, one of them
would wh Ls per to the kad L, who would pr-ompt-Ly call
such and such a case e-.-. . . But meanwhile a poor
woman on the skirts of thE crowd perpetually i~terrupted the pr-o ceed Lng s with loud cries for j us t Iee ,
• • • • At length • • •• the judge :tmpatiently
demanded, "'Nhat does this woman warrtv "
Her story
1;118.8
soon told.l
Be goes on to relate how tile woman
ting her petition

finally

of listening

Now , if this is in any wayan
of justic:e\l'Jith
which

were familiar,

in get-

granted by the orocess of pestering

judge until he was tired

the kind

succeeded

the

to her outcries.
accurate

the people

p i.ct.ur-e
of

of Jesus

I

time

it is easy to see how vivid the parable would

be to them.

They would not be slow to catch the meaning.

If an unjust

judge like this would

listen to the plea of a

woman, how muc:h more would God listen to the perSistent
cry of' those who wepe be::Lngwronged
Another
knowledge

OI'

out-

needed help.

pa r-a
b Le that .l s greatly

enhanced by a

of ::Ltslocal color is that of the Lost Coin:

Now all the publicans and sinners were drawing
near unto him to hear him.
And both the Pharisees
and the scribes murmured, saying, ~his man receiveth
sinners and eateth with them.
And he spake unto them
this parable, saying ••••
• What woman having ten piec:es of silver,
if she lose one piece, doth not light a lamp, and

-----------_._--_ _-------_. - ---..

..

lB. B. Tristram, Eastern CU3toms in Bible Lands
(Ne w York:
Thomas Whit taker, 1894), -Pp. 228-29.
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sweop tho house, and seek diligently until she find it?
And when she hath fOlJIldit, she calleth together her
friends and neighbors, saying, He j o ic e with me, for I
have found the piece wh l.ch I had lost.
Even so I say unto you, there is joy in the
presence of the angels of God over one sinner that
repenteLh.l
This coin probably

belonged

to a string of silver pieces,

eve ry Na za r-et n woman wore in her hair.

which

of coins,

or semadi,

treasured

heirlooms

to generation,
poor woman

as they were called, were greatly
that were handed

mother

to daughter.

down from generation
The picture is of a

who did not have a large string, and the loss

of even one was a rnaj or caLarndty ,
that one was gone,
windows

'I'rie se strings

she lighted

in the small huuses

She swept her earthen

When she be came cons c t ous

a candle

(there were no

of the poor) and searched

floors diligently

and then she called in her neighbor

for it.

till she found it,

ladies to rejoice with

And thus the l'!Iaster
p i ct.ur-ed the joy of the Pather

her.

the recovery
Pharisees
Instead

and the scribes

of rejoicing

a message
mured

of the sinful.

of hope

In so doing he r-e
b uke d the

for lack of concern for the lost.

over the fact that Jesus was carrying

to the publicans

and sinners, they mur-

over the fact that he associated

with them.

One more example will be sufficient
this principle

in

of local

to illustrate

color:

1'hen shall the kingdom of'heaven be likened
unto ten virgins, who took their lamps, and went
lLuke 15:1-3,

8-10.
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forth to meet the bridegroom.
And five of them
were foolish, and five were wise.
For the foolish,
when they took their lamps, took no oil with them:
but the wise tookcll in their vessels with their
lamps.
NoVJ while the br Ld egr-oom tarried, they all
slumbered and slept.
But at midnight there is a
cry, Behold, the bridegroom!
Come ye forth to meet
b Lm ,
~rhen all those v t r-gi n s arose, and t.rLrnme d
their lamps.
And the foolish said unto the wise,
Give us of your oil; for our lamps are going out.
But the wise answered, sayine, Peradventure there will
not be enough for us and you:
go ye rather to them
that sell, and buy for yourselves.
And while they
went avvay to buy, the bric1egroom came; and they that
were ready VJent :inwith him to the marriage feast;
and the door was shut. Afterward came also the other'
vireins, saying, Lord, Lord, open to us. But he
answ~red and said, Verily I say unto you, I know you
not.
Smith

says that a "wedding-procession

were thB two prinCipal

features

and the wedding-feast

of the ~ewish marriage

cere-

monies.,,2
This seems to be a perfectly
est1nian

life.

well-to-do
lessness

friends

that live at some distance.

on the part

who usually

them to be unprepared

bridegroom,

pickedheI'

The care-

closest and most trusted
on the way.

For

at the crucial moment of his arrival

soc ial error.

When they ar-r t ved late the

who would not know them personally

very conscious

two

of the five virgins was a direct insult

to go forth to meet her bridegroom

was an extreme

story of Pal-

A marriage has been arranged between

families

to the bride,

normal

but would be

of the fact that they had insulted the friend-

ship of hisbI'ide,

told them pointedly

them and shut the door in their faces.
ly had a rich and po:inted meaning

that he did not know
This story undoubted-

to Jesus' listeners.

201;).cit., p. 98.
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Levison,

who was raised

in Palestine

that it is a true-to-life
refuse

story, although

Tristram

cites illustration

!:;rEDWS

light on the background

tells

of how prominent

of the Synoptic

guests,

enters.

including

We accepted

sheikh.

the roasting

of having

Tremendous

and slaughtering

The guests were ranged according

highest

table s on an elevation
Gr2nt bowls

The final remains
who stood outside.

»es:e

of kids and

to rank from the

down to the crippled, blind,

of food were set before the upper

in with their hands,

whatever

seen a great feast

preparations

lambs.

guests who dipped

one, to con-

of our KL1I'Opeancostume. 112

same author writes

given by a Bedouin

gorged themselves

was left on d own to the lower tables.

were passed on out of the tent to beggars
rl'hesein turn cast the bones and refuse

lCompare Levison,
OPe c i t , , p. 100.
20p•

of some of the

such a feast "wh ere the father of

the threshold.

ceal the peculiarily

and passed

crowd.

a wealthy man, supplied a cloak to each

guest as he passed

and infirm.

in the ne Lghbor>

are issued to each guest as he

rrristram attended

This

He

If there are empty places at his feast-

garments

the bridegroom,

parables.

in order to get a capacity

In order to protect the feelings

poorer

that

men of Bible lands give huge feasts.

proclamation

A man is disgraced

made,

after illustration

are sent out to nearly everyone

hood by publlc

tables.

some commentators

it as a true life illustration.l

to accept

Invitations

and is a Jew, insists

OPe cit., p. 240 and SmIth,

cit., pp. 83-84, and compare with Luke 14:16-24.
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to a circle

of dogs sitting patiently

Patient
of which

inquiry

these parables

dote to the tendency
bolster

doubtful

carne will provide

to allegorizing
of theology

The Principle

a splendid

involved

alone the point

at which he may have uttered

of chronology

included

A number

the parables
tion

of modern

and should be

expositors

make

they do not rest their entire case for
of a parable on this one point.

attempts

a chronological

in his expositions,

concerning

a certain par-

will be leaned on rather

it is of importance,

Buttrick

in any attempt

ctITonology of the life of Jesus, let

lightly~Nevertheles3,

the interpretation

to

by them.

an exact

use of it, although

anti-

them or attempting

at constructing

in this list.

out

of Chronology

of the difficulties

able, this prinCiple

them.l

into the real life situations

systems

Because

beyond

the worth

arrangement

making the follOwing

of this approach,

of
asser-

and also its

limitations;
The arrangement suggested in this book is an
attempt, undolJ_btedlyvulnerable, to arrange the
parables in approximate natural sequence.
The en~eavor is foredoomed to failure, because our knowledge
is insufficient to give any promise of full success.
But a study of the gospels (especially such a study
as has produced the best "Harmonies II), the context
of the parables, and the in~rinsic message of ,the .
parables ought to make posslble an arrangement which,

-~.,

1 Tb'd

pp. 84-45, and compare with Luke 14:6-14.
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if not chronological, will at least suggest how His
mif1d unfolded under the Lmpa c t of' events and t.he
beckoning of God.
Such an arrangement is here intended.
1

Proceeding

in this fashion,

into three

chronological

I.

Parables

II.
III.

Pa r-ab Le s

Parables

Despite
the possible

lines,

of the Early J\f[inistry
of the Later Mini str'y
of the Passion Week

objections

results

classifications:

all the limitations

rrav e some value.
probably

this author divides the parables

it may err in

in considerable
various

accuracy

parables

of Jesus.

of the Kingdom

t'r-om lVla
ttnew

was announcing

the pr-Lnc Lp l.es uponwhieh

it places

itan in the second
was setting
it leaves
emphasized

Such a method

the parables

istry of Jesus.

when Je sus

his Kingdom

conditions

is to

during which .Jesus
for discipleship;

and judgment to be

setting at the close of the min-

These classifications

to some extent artificial,

the parables

as that of the Good Samar-

of controversy

in their proper

places

of the ministry

forth the essential

yet it

in its broad out-

in the early ministry

such parables
period

details,

into their proper places

in the ministry

be based;

and

that may be raised to it, it does

Even though

thus fitting

of this approach

of the parables

are

but they give SOITleaid in inter-

pretation.
It is interesting

lOp. cit.,

p.

to note that Martir:2 and l::larnett3

xxviii.

20p• cit.

30p•

cit.

7.5

also write
outline

their expositions

because

of the worth of traclng

the teaching

in response

This,

places

device

again,
that

specific

Martin

rough

chronological

"the development

of'

situation."l

to the developing

emphasis upon the parable as a teaching

was used on the spur of the moment

situation

than that

from an attempted

that

to meet a

called for an answer.

does not attempt any other classification

of oreler. jjarnett attempts both the or-de r and a

classification
1.

into three geographic

Par-abl.es that belong to Jesus
the vicinity of Capernaum.

and time divisions.

I

ministry

in

2. 'I'h
o se that are a part, e spe cially in Luke,
of the account of the journey through
Perea to Jerusalem.
The parables

3.

of the Passion Week.

It can be seen immediately
to Buttrick's,

that this scheme is very similar

which was just cited.
The Principle

of Consistency

This is a final hurdle
parable

must

sentation

clear before

it can be accepted

of what Jesus meant

No interpretation

that any exposition

of a pa.r-ao
Le that conflicts violently

1jVhateverinterpretation

with the general
termine

them.

as a true repre-

to convey when he spoke it.

with othe 1', and more plain, teachings
accepted.

of a

teachings

Also,

of Jesus should be
is put forward must square

of Jesus, insofar as we can de-

since a parable by its very nature sets
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forth universal

truth,

interpretations

to various

conflicting

teachings.

it would be inconsistent
parables

that would result in

This is what usually happensiNhen

the principles

of single-point-emphasis,

tion,

local color, and chronology

context,

in favor
usually

of the free imagination
emerge

consistent
theological
materIals.

to 0-aive

self-interpretaare disregarded

of the allegorizers.

with a set of interpretations

that are not

with each other, or are too limited by the
framework

They

into thich they have thrust the

CHApr.r:E:RVI
THE PRI~CI~LES

IN USE

In the pr-e c e d i n g chapter a s t a t eme nt of interpre-

tatiQn principles has been put forth, backed by various
Of necessity

parables.

these

examples

from the Synoptic

examples

had to be d~awn from a wide variety of parables

in or-der to ill us trate properly
what

seem to b e the most

Were

chosen.

Now, in

use,

actual

net

neither

the principles

all the prinoiples

is it necessary

It seems fitting that now that

specifically

how they work out as a method
The Parable

to use them

of consistency

have been set forth with various

should be applied

I 1
.Afi10,

of each principle

order, exoept that the prinoiple

should be the final test.

they

"JOint
s involv"'d.
1'"

clear examples

may apply to each parable,
in any given

the

examples

to a few parables

of exposition

to see

approach.

of the Good Samaritan

A certain man was going down from Jerusalem to
J'ericho; and he fell among robbers, wno both stripped
him and beat him, and departed, leaving him half dead.
And by chance a certain priest was going down that way:
and when he saw him, he passed by on the other side.
And in like manner a Leviee also, when he came to the
place, and saw him, passed by on the other side. But
a certain Samaritan, as he journeyed, came where he was:
and when he saw him, he was moved with compassion, and
came to him, and bound up his wounds, pouring on them
oil and wine; and he set him on his own beast, qnd
brought him to an inn, and took care of bim.
And on
the morrow he took out two shillinGS, and gave them to
77

(
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the host,
and said,
Take care of him; and whatsoever
thou spendest
mor-e , I, when I comeback
aga:ln,
will
repay
thee ••

..

And Jesus

This
and

is

a much-abused

essent

by all

its

interpreta

of
the

robbed

of

fanciful
basic

preserve

its

likew:lse.1

do t hou

its

beauty

allegorical

principles
true

of

meaning,

and

beauty:

A lawyer

.Te eu s told

of

ana

been

kinds

will

~~e Principle
text.

Go,

has

Application

interpretation

emphasize

huu,

gem that

meaning

j_31

.in t e r-pr-et.a t ions.
parable

un t.o

said

of

asked

the

story

Context.--This

JeS"IJ.s a question,
by way of

t :lon must

parable

have

to

reply.

do with

has

is

""N1:lO

a

COD-

my neighbor?!l2

'I'hu s we know that
the

quest:i.on

of

the

neigh-

borliness.

sentence,
terprets
fine

your

taken
the

practice
did.

pa r-ab I.e

neighbor;

distress,

regardless
this

w it.h the

together
as

f!Y01J

follows:

I have
of

context

pointed

race,

is

h ave

o-ut tbat

a s k od me to

any man in

y cur- neighbor;

and good

neighborliness

pr-a ct l ca Lly in-

will

as

you
the

dedire

go and

Samaritan

II

The Princi
Lnt e re s ting

ple

c ont.r I but;ion

of

Local
on the

Color.

--May-tin

ba ckgr-ound

of

makes
this

'I'he road is una que on the e a r t.h I s surface.
the c ours e of some twenty miles
it plunges
over
thousand
feet,
from Jerusalem
on its
hills
••••
down to the Jordan
valley.
• • • .

lLukc

10:30-35,27.

2Luke

10~29.

an

parable:

In
three
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The road is probably also unique for its desolation, devastation, and dry~ess. - ••.
There are
rocks and caves in plenty to hide the bandits and
shield their escape.
So it was no farfetcbed story that Jesus told,
but pr-obab Ly a most ordinary o c cur-r-ence ,
Josephus
tells lIS trw r 08d was known as flthe bloody vJay~"1
Also, the feelings
Samaritans
better

is well lQl0wn.

nationality

for t he

The Principle

would

place

ministry

Jesus could not have picked a

in order to universalize

J·ev!swho listened

no significant

that the Jews had toward the

to b Lm ,

of Chronology.--This

contribution

the parable

neighborliness

principle makes

in this case, except that it

in the middle

when he was emphasizing

period of' Jesus'

the duties of discipleship.

The Pr:lnciple of Single-J:'o:lnt-Ernphasls.--'l'he
context and the

self-interpretation

go together

to focus the

emphasis

of this parable upon its picture of good neighbor-

line8s.

The details

one great

are vivid but they come to focus on the

truth of the parable;

is to blunt

to allegorize

the details

the edge of' the central truth.

r:I:'he
Principle

of Consist~Ec1:.--'I'heinterpretation

given c er-t.a
Ln.Ly squares vdth the general

teachings

He placed

concern for om"

great emphasis upon neighborly

Ln cLud Lng those of other races,

fellowmen,

of

of Jesus.

lower social

rank, and those who had been cast out by society in general.
He

both

taught and practiced
1

OPo

this ne:i.ghborliness.

cit., pp. 112-113.

--7-------------

II~'

so

j

The Parable of the Hid Treasure
The kingdom of heaven is like unto a treasure hidden in the field; which a man found, and hid; and in his
jo, ho geath and sclleth all that he hath, and buyeth
th.at field.l

portrayed
treasure

in thiS parable

A man discovers •

1s simple.

in a field; h. sells all that he haS in order that

he might buy the field and possesS the treasure.

'rransfer

this truth from the realm of the natural to the r.alm of tbe
spiritual
rIeb

and it signifies

that ~e

wbich, when men find it, will cause tMm

treasure,

give everything

mi~t

obtain thiS one.

entry

into the kingdom--the

tained

this parable.

and

in it.

the treasure

states terms of personal

surrender of everything for it.
cu
multiplied all kinds of spe Some say the field is the Holy
is the knowledge

of Ghdst

Others say the field is the G~rch

outward manifestatlon

con-

in its

to the world and the treasure is found

when a man perceIves
a human

other valueS that theY

The parable

have

Allegorizers

Scriptures

tc

else up in order that they might possess it.

'l'heywill j oy:fully surrender all

lat10n about

Kingdom of God is a

the churcb

institution. 2

.s

being something more than

Morgan twis r.s thB parable o.round until

the man who finds the treasure is Christ, whO, because the
. t""
k'
"
t- _, d
l,·t
•
and' lip.oqtponecl fOI'"
wor . rBJeC
eQ DlS
lDga.om, "" - - agalD,
- - ld
s
the world the coming of HiS kingdom."3
Thl twist is

---------------._-llVlatt.13:44•
cit.,
~~---

30p•

2Trench,~._~2:!·'

p , 143.

p. 127.
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necessary

to fit the parable

arian views.
minor

that

(the hiding

it the crucial pOint.

that the meal

the parable)

the active

of going

of the Parable

thing in

and that he interprets

st r-a Lght

to the heart

the central meaning

of the parable,

the me a L,

This is another demonstration

glorifying

of the Leaven he

of an allegorical meaning of the

leaven wn i.ch transformed

emphasizing

after it was found)

(the only inert or nonactive

on the basis

instead

he takes a

It has already been noted

is the most important

the parable
meal

of the treasure

in his interpretation

insists

premillen-

As in others of his interpretations,

detail

and makes

into the author's

of the importance

of

of the parable, and not

the details by allegorizing

them.

'1'11e
Prln_~~l2..1e..
of Seli~-Interpreta_!:;i_?n.
--Vvl1enthis
parable

is interpreted

as a parable

It is a compar>ison between
treasure

a man's

its meaning

is inescapable.

actions when he finds a

ir~ a tLe Ld , and when he finds the kingdom

The subject

of GOd.

is 'indicated by the text and the meaning

lies

open upon the surface of the par>able; it is essentially
self-interpretive.
The Principle
help

of Context.--There

for this parable;

sufficient

in this case none is needed.

to note that.the

parable

parables,

all of which pertain

kingdom.

It emphasizes
The Principle

in the time of JeStlS,

is little context

appears

It is

in a group of

to various phases of the

one phase of kingdom.
of Local Color.--Buried

and still is,

treasure was

a fairly common thing.
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Society

was in a disrupted

to bury

their treasures

military

conquerers

leaving

treasure

and nonorderly

state.

Men had

to save them from the ravages of

and lawless brigands.
somewhe re to be

burled

Many men died,

turned up by the

plOW of some peasant.
Some comrnerrt.a
t or s comment on the problem of the
ethics

involved
his

conceal

Was it right for the man to

know ledge of the t.r-e a sure whl le negot iating for

its purchase?
get around

Various

this.

of the parable
comparison
compared

in this story.

clever dodges have been constructed

But it is not necessary

is kept in mind.

that hinges

of comparison.

is the joy of the man and his willingness

everything

up to possess

the field.

to deal

with any other pOint.

similar

to that f' ound in such parables

para~le8

have no problem
The Principle

in

+he

the multitudes

to

give

as the Unjust Judge,
Friend.

those who interpret

It is a
parables

as

on this point.

of Chronology.--The

early period of Ghrist's

forth his teachings

The thing

This is a problem

the Unj us t Stew8.:cd,and the Importunate
for the allegori?er;

or

The parable does not

profess

thorn

if the true nature

It is an illustration

on one point

to

concerning

ministry

parable falls
when he vms

setting

the Kingdom of God, both to

and to the inner group that followed hirn.

'The Princip_;Leof Consi~tenc'y.--'1'he:1.nterpretation
laid down is consistent
The prinCiple
reiterated
meaning:

with the other teachings

of surrender

of Jesus.

of all to gain the kingdom

is

again and. again in various wa~rs and shades of
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If any man would come after me, let him deny
and take up his cross, and follow me. For
wo'u Ld save his life shall lose it;
and
wbosoever shall lose his life for rny sake shall
fLnd it.1

h.Lms e Lf ,
who socvor

He that loveth father or mother more than me
is not worthy of me; and he that loveth son or
daughter more than me is not worthy of me. And
he that doth not take hi~ cross, and follow after
me, is not worthy of me.~
But seek ye first his kingdom, and his righteousqess; and all these things shall be added unto
YOll.

cJ

Vfuen Morgan finishes
the parable

his interpretation,

into the premil1enarian

left upon his hands
Jesus that indicates
very real sense.

of explaining

fitting

scheme he has tho problem
away every teaching of

that the Kingdom has a Lr eady come in a

A large part of the allegorical

tat ions of the parables

founder

on this principle

interpreof

consistency.
The Parable

of the lJnforgiving Servant

~~e parables being used in this chapter are of
widely

different

story type.

types.

The second was the similitude

tains no conversation.
according

The first treated was of the moral
type which con-

This next one is a parable proper,

to the classifications

we have laid down.

Then came Peter and said to him, Lord, how oft
shall my brother sin against me, and I forgive him?
until seven times? .•
IMatt. 16:24-25.
3Matt. 6:33.

2Matt. 10:37-38.
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Therefore is the kingdom of heaven likened unto
a certain king, who WQ1.,ldIJlsl.ke
a re ckoning with hi s
s er-vant e , And when he had begun to reckon, one was
brought urit o him, that owed n i m ten thousand talents.
But forasmuch as he had not wherowith to pay, his
lord cmrunanded him to be sold, and his wife, and Children,
arid all that he ha d , and payment to be made.
r1'heservant
therefore fell down and worshipped him, saying, Lord,
have patience with me, and I will pay thee all. And
the l~rd of that servant, being moved with compassion,
released him, and forgave him the debt. But that servant 'went o ut , and found one of his f'e Ll ow-cser-van t s
who owed hi m a hundred shi11:tngs: and he laid tlOld'
on him, and took hirn by the t.nr-oat , s ay lng , flay what
thou owest.
So his fellow-servar~ fell down and besought him, saying, have patience with me, and I will
pay thee.
And he would not: but went and cast him
into prison, till he should pay that which was due.
So when his fellow-servants saw what was done, they
were exceeding s o rry , and came and told unto t.n ei rlord all that was done.
Then his lord called him
unto him, Qnd salth to him, Thou wicked servant, I
forgave thee all that debt, because thou besoughtest
me;
shouldest not thou also have had mercy on thy
fellow-servant,
even as I has mercy on thee? And
his lord was wroth, and delivered him to the tormentors,
till he shouJrJ pay all that vvas due.
So sha11 also
my heavenly Fatlwr do unto you, if ye Corgi ve not;
everyone
h:1s b r-ot.her: from your he a r-t s ,1
'I'he Principle
is largely
parable

of

s- i r- InterpJ:'et_ati
on. --'.cheparable

self-interpret:1ve.

about

a spiritual

forgiveness.

It is plain

that it is a

It teaches that forgiveness

rather than a legal act, and God, because

of

the very nature

of forgiveness,

the forgiveness

that we give to others.

with a terrific

impact when its edge is not blunted by

excessive

attention

interpreteltion.

_.---_.-.--_.

cannot forgive apart from
It is a parable

to the details.

The PrinCiple
case this principle

is

of Single-Point-Emphasis.--In

this

is tied up closely with that of self-

'I'h
e nature

__ ----.

IMatt. 18:21,23-35.

0f

t'org1venes

~j

is t.h« central
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theme.

Again

allegorize

tome]

revokes

God

to be
for

get

pardon

man into
of

in this

torment?

likeness

•
' c e rt a In

'I

are

l'
_nne_;

contrast
not

be

parable

between

the

between

what

until

flings

God
a

in the Kingdom

a nature

that

one must

interpretation

for

It does

or natures

of the

details

but

point

of

the

these

not

the

of' the

example,

owed,

forgive

necessary

as _a paral~le.

central

parable

extreme

details

of emphasis

should

is dis-

a direct

question

b r'o t he r.

question

it would

the

theme
The

there

times.l

•
In

t
t
suggeS'Jlng~~lCl~
ha

how

+-1.8
vU··

in the

of Local

a rabbinic

least

.!-..

Kingdom

malee no difference

at

rule
Peter

rrurnbe

_c_

r
-

.....

c lt ,, p.

107.

~eter

often

was,

one

se

t-

into

points

o

out

forgiveness

t.rio ugh t , quite
d

for-

itself.

required

-=-~t

r-a

should

interpretation

parable

he

CO{)-

had

we r-e called

in the

that

be

and

a

d is cus s j ng

been

Color.--Martin

------_ -._------------_._-_._._lop.

had

if thi s context

is inherent

was

three

in the
concerning

Even

Principle

par-ab j s has

9f. Context.--'l'his

of greatness

e;t v e hi s

that

of anger

that

that

It Vli:.i.si:;old
att.e r' the disc:iples

question

since

to believe

or forgotten.

text.

asked

to literalize

teaches

way,

the men

rrhe Princi£le

thB

wish

we

characters

Some

the

Are

the

of' this

in a general

pushed

torted

such

is all

who

in a mood

parable

an d.0._G d •

!!

important

and

is of
This

those

trouble.

given
The

forgiveness

exposition

imply

into

once

forgiven.

parable

~
s

ev

e

n- t

.---~--.

-

Lrne

generous
~
s

,

that

it

crruld not be placed

to have little

or no value

as interpreted,
teachings

on any such legalistic

in this

is

particular

directly

case.

in line

with

other

of Jesus~

For if -ye forgj_ve tnen their
heavenly Father will also forfive
l1.ndthe

basis.

unforgettab18

l:i_nes ~.Ln
the

And for~ive
our debtors.2:

us our debts,

'I'hese are
cited.

l-\.shas

e quaL impol'tanee,
1:rut taken
approach

together'
for

as we also

of para-bles

bee:n stated,

riob

YCfl-l_r

('lodel "91'o.]er which Jesus

but a few of tJ:-1G

The entir'e\:)ocly

manner.

trespasses,
yrru.l

have forgiven

eXElil1plesthat
can be treated

every

prineipJ_e

nOI' can e a cri one be arlplied
the-;)Tconstitute

parable

exposition.

21'IIatt. 6 ~12.

a valid

can be
in this
j_s of

to each parable,

and fruitful
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The author is Professor of Literature and History
of the Bible, Scarrit College for Christian
Workers.
This represents a modern approach to the
parables.
The introduction contains valuable
~aterial on principles of interpretation, definition of parables, distinction between parables and
other forms of literature such as t.he uyt.h , aLle gor'Y, fab L e, et c. Cite s one pa rab le from riorrcanonical .Tewl s'h s our ce , Cont:c,d.ns
a system of'
arranging the parables on the basis of three basic
di vis ions in the pub 1ic mi nl stry of' Jesus.
(Indianapolis Pub I Lc )
Buttrick,

George A., The Parables of Jesus.
Doubleday, Doran and Co., 1928.

New Y~rk:

Gives care~ul attention to the distinction between
allegory and parable in his introduction.
Cites
several interpretation rules wh i ch he attempts to
follow.
He refers to several types of classification
that have been made of the parables.
- (Oberlin University)
Bru.ce, Alexander B., The Parabolic Teaching of Jesus. 3rd ed.
·"1 S <",
co '1
l 0 98
_u.,.
_ir, (';_::-:\};[',,_TO, ,r~.k ..
A. IT. Armstrong, 1898.
r e, V ._
An old but ver'Y s ubst.ant La I work.
Pr-o bab Lv ranks
next to 'I'r-e
n ch 's as the most exhaustive of the
older interpretations.
Has a good introduction
toLho
parables w it.h S De c La L ernpha 8 is upon the
problem-of classifica~lon of the parables.
This
~uthor classlfies them according to three phases
of the ministry of Jesus:
Didactic ~arabl~s,
Evanuelj_c Parable s, and }'rophetic Parable s •
(Blltler University)
,

L.>
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Cadman,

Parkes, The Parables of Jesus. Philadelphia;
Da v Ld t![cK~J.y
CompHny, l~----

S.

Very brief intpoduction.
l,~ostlyexposition.
no papticular value for cpitical study.
(And er-s on
Ca

d oux , }~. T., The Par ab Le s of .Te sus ,
millan Co., ]_9;)T-.---··--~

Of

Pub Li c )

Ne w Yo rk ;

'rhe Mac-

First three chapters covering introduction, the
r-e La t ionships of trw parable s to the early church,
and IIrI'he
Parable, Its Point II1011"8 very valuable.
They give principles of approach, definition, and
interpretation,
and also shed considerable light
upon the parable studies of Julicher.
(Oberlin University)
The Parable s of Our Lord.
Dods, J.ilarcus,
H. Doran COinpa:ny,n , (T:---~---

New

George

Yo r-k :

Author was professor of N. T. Exegesis at New
College, Edinburgh.
Has no introduction or preface.
Chief value is for interpretation samples.
(BuLlep University)
Dodd,

C. H., The Parables

Charles

of the Kingdom.
Scribner's Sons, 1938.

New Yor-k :

ugn scholarlywork • Entire first c ha pt er
is devoted to the nature and purpose of the gospel
parables.
It deals with principles of definition,
classification,
and interpretation of the parabIes.
cjlhiswork is referred '1.:;0 and quoted by nearly all
recent writers on the parables.
(ButIer University)

A t.hor-o

F'eldman, A., ParabIes and SimiIies of the Rabbis.
Cambridge af-:r:t'l8
University Press, 1924.

London:

De aLs with the RFlbbinic me t.a pnor-a , s imilies, and
parables, particularly those taken from agriculturaI
and pastoral life. Very valuable for study of the
back~round of the N. T. papable.
(University of Chicago)

Grant, Frederick C., Fopm Criticism.
Clark, & Co., 1934.

Chicago:

Vvillet,

'I'ri.i s is a t.r-an sLa t Lon of German works by Rudolf
Bultmann and Karl K...
nud s i n , Cbapter IV on "Laws

Governing Popular Narrative and Tradition," and
Chapter V on IIr[,he
Various 'Types of 'I'r-ad
it Lona I
J'Ilaterial
II
were very valuable, par-tLcu Lar-Ly
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in regard to the effects of Form Criticism on interpretation of the parables.
(Butler University)
Hubba r-d ,

George Henry, The Teaching of Jesus in Parables.
Boston:
'I'he Pilgrim Press, 180?------Has int;roduction on

,,--Lnt.e r-pr-ec
}

at.Lori
of t he Parables.
(Anderson i:-'ublic)

l' a I' a lJ1 e s ;
'I'h e i r Background and Local
Lov Ls on , N • ,
_::3 _e
-~_t:l_'-l?--g-; .--'.""Ec"""n L1b ur gn . T • and 'f. Clark, 192Er;--

As the title suggests the special value of this
book is in the light that it sheds on the local
setting of many of the parables.
The author is
Jewish, a native of Palestine, and brings to his
work many years of actual contact with Jewish customs and the life of r'a Le st.Lne , In the ba ck is
a valuable chart indicating the chronological
arrangement of the parables as attempted by
Andrews, Trench, Edersheim, Swete, Bruce and
Levi son.
(Oberl in Uni vers j_ ty )
Martin,

Hugh, The Parables of the Gospels.
n18 J.iol.ngcLon
Pr-es.'3
~ 1937.-

New York:

A good introduction with definitions, examples of
Old Testament parables, references to the parables
of the Rabbinical literature between 300 B. C. and
200 A. D., and some interpretation principles.
Good e xarnpLe of the mcde rn exposition a pnr-oach ,
(Butler' Un i ver-s ity)
T\~or gan,

G. Campbell, The ~arables of the Kingdom.
Fleming H. Revell: Co., 1907.

Ne w

York:

The author is a pre-millenialist and seems to find
plenty of pre-millenial emphasis in the parables,
which he interprets aLrnost always as if they were
allegories.
Tillisbook was examined critically to
see if the interpretations made by the author are
valid in the light of the principles of interpretation laid down as basic to a correct understanding of the parables.
(Indianapolis Public)
!'I!ontefiore,C. G., Habbinic
London:
MacmiLLan

Litera~u..:re
r~~1 Gospel rreachings.
& Co., ttd., 1930.

Contains a good deal of Rabbinic material chosen
to illustrate close connections between much of
this literature and that of the New Testament
Gospels.
Lays great stress upon the parable as

II
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a method of teaching designed to illustrate and
explain religious or ethical principles.
(Un:l_versi
t;v of Chi cago )
Thurray, George, Jesus and. His Parables.
rI'e Cl;3rk, 1-914.

Edinbl1rgh;

1'. &

Although written considerably before the materials
of Cadoux, Dodd, arid Oe s terley, thi swork ant ic~l_pates much of their approach.
The author is keenly
aware of the problems brought by the literary
criticism of the Synoptics.
(University of Chicago)
Oesterley,

W. O. E., The Gospel Parables in the Light of
Their Jewish Backgrounds.
New York:
The Macmillan
Co., 19;36.
The best work extant covering specifically the
Jewishbackgrormds
of the Synoptic parables.
This
work was uDedheavily
in the preparation of Chapter
III.

-

-

..

(But.Le r

Russell,

Un i v e r s Lt y )

Elbert, The Parables of Jesus.
4th ed. revised 1928.
Philade1phi;:1: The John C. '-'j'vinston
Co., 1909.
Chapter II on !!Principles of Interpretation"
of some va Lue , aLr.hou gri elementary.
(per'sonal copy)

~)mith,

is

r~.
D., The Parables of the Synoptic Gospels.
CamiJridge-~t;he
lJniversity IJress, 1937.
London:

d.

Part I was of great value to this study.
It contains a literary and historical survey of the forms
of literature out of which the Synoptic parable
arose.
'I'he work is amply footnoted.
'I'h e general
trends of the interpretation of the German scholar
Julicher, appear.
(Oberlin University)
Spurgeon,

C. E., Sermons on Our Lord's Parables.
Marshall BJ'ol:;hers,
Ltd., n.d.
Exposition

'I'a y Lo r ,

w.

of the parables.

M., ~he Parables
E. Doran, 1886.

London:

Of no critical value.

of Our Lord.

New

York:

George

Book of expository sermons.
Chief value is for
interpretation samples.
(O'oerlin University)
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'I'r-ericb ,

Fichard C., Notes on the Parables of Our Lord.
New York:
D. Appleton and--Co., 18"70.
Nearly all who wr Lt e on the parables make referJ, ~__
enne +0 th'Q 'ooo~ a ~l r~on'"lrn-en'l~
OI
thp 'r)~lQt
in
some respects still unexcelled by newer works, in
other respects passing away because of interpretation procedures no longer accepted by the more
up-to-date scholars.
The introduction is thB
most valuable part.
Examples of the Rabbinical
parables are given in fuli and certain references
to
sostom, Origen, Augustine, and Irenaeus
are helpful in traCing the attitudes of these men
toward interpretation of the par~bles.
(~utler University)
.
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H. B., Eastern Customs in Bible Lands.
"Nhi"ctaker',
1894.

._ .

.:;.

New York~

'I'homas

Contains excellent materials for shedding light
of the natural setting in life of the Synoptic
parables.
(University of Chicago)

